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  CAUSE NO. 141-307474-19 
 
VICTOR MIGNOGNA, § IN THE DISTRICT COURT 
 Plaintiff, § 
  § 
v.  § 
  § 141st JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
FUNIMATION PRODUCTIONS, LLC, § 
JAMIE MARCHI, MONICA RIAL, § 
AND RONALD TOYE, § 
 Defendants § TARRANT COUNTY, TEXAS 
 

PLAINTIFF’S SECOND AMENDED PETITION 
 
TO THE HONORABLE JUDGE OF SAID COURT: 
 
 Plaintiff Victor Mignogna (“Plaintiff” or “Vic”) complains of Defendants Funimation 

Productions, LLC, Jamie Marchi, Monica Rial, and Ronald Toye, and for such purposes 

would show: 

I. DISCOVERY CONTROL PLAN 

(1) Discovery is intended to be conducted pursuant to Texas Rule of Civil 

Procedure 190.3 (Level 2 discovery control plan). 

II. PARTIES 

(2) Vic is an individual residing in Tarrant County, Texas who may be served in 

this matter through his attorney of record, Ty Beard, Esq., BEARD HARRIS BULLOCK HUGHES, 

100 Independence Place, Suite 300, Tyler, Texas 75703. 

(3) Defendant Funimation Productions, LLC (“Funimation”) is a Delaware 

limited liability company which may be served in this matter through its attorney of record, 

John Volney, Esq., LYNN PINKER COX & HURST, LLP, 2100 Ross Avenue, Suite 2700, 

Dallas, Texas 75201. 
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(4) Defendant Jamie Marchi (“Jamie”) is an individual residing in Dallas County, 

Texas who may be served in this matter through her attorney of record, Samuel H. Johnson, 

Esq., JOHNSON & SPARKS PLLC, 7161 Bishop Road, Suite 220, Plano, Texas 75204. 

(5) Defendant Monica Rial (“Monica”) is an individual residing in Dallas County, 

Texas who may be served in this matter through her attorneys of record Casey S. Erick, Esq., 

COWLES & THOMPSON PC, 901 Main Street, Suite 3900, Dallas, Texas 75202, Andrea Perez, 

Esq., KESSLER COLLINS, PC, 2100 Ross Avenue, Suite 750, Dallas, Texas 75201, and J. Sean 

Lemoine, Esq., WICK PHILLIPS GOULD & MARTIN, LLP, 3131 McKinney Avenue, Suite 100, 

Dallas, Texas 75204. 

(6) Defendant Ronald Toye (“Ronald”) is an individual residing in Dallas County, 

Texas who may be served in this matter through his attorneys of record Casey S. Erick, Esq., 

COWLES & THOMPSON PC, 901 Main Street, Suite 3900, Dallas, Texas 75202, Andrea Perez, 

Esq., KESSLER COLLINS, PC, 2100 Ross Avenue, Suite 750, Dallas, Texas 75201, and J. Sean 

Lemoine, Esq., WICK PHILLIPS GOULD & MARTIN, LLP, 3131 McKinney Avenue, Suite 100, 

Dallas, Texas 75204. 

III. JURISDICTION & VENUE 

(7) The subject matter in controversy is within the jurisdictional limits of this 

Court.  Plaintiff seeks monetary relief over $1,000,000.00 but not exceeding $5,000,000.00. 

(8) This Court has jurisdiction over (a) Jamie, Monica and Ronald because they 

are residents of Texas and (b) Funimation because it has conducted business in Texas. 

(9) Venue is proper in this Court under Texas Civil Practice and Remedies Code 

§15.017, because Vic lived in Tarrant County at the time his causes of action accrued. 
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IV. FACTS 

General Background 

(10) Vic is a voice actor who has performed the voices of animated characters for 

over 22 years, mainly in “anime” productions.1  Vic does not physically appear in these 

productions; only his voice is used for the English dubbing (or “revoicing” of the Japanese 

voice actors). 

(11) Monica and Jamie also are voice actors; both have worked for Funimation.  

Ronald is Monica’s fiancé. 

(12) Funimation primarily dubs Japanese anime properties into English for 

distribution within the United States and provides streaming access subscription services to 

those properties via their website.  In June 2017, Funimation contracted with Vic to provide 

the voice for dubbed anime properties it was distributing within the U.S.2 

(13) For example, in 2018, Vic was cast as the English voice for “Broly,” the lead 

character in the fantasy martial arts anime film Dragon Ball Super: Broly.  The cast also included 

Monica.  Dragon Ball Super: Broly was released in the U.S. on January 16, 2019 and was an 

instant financial success for Funimation, earning $7 million on its first day and $24 million 

within the first five days of its premiere. 

(14) In addition to his voice work, Vic attends fan conventions, approximately 35-

40 per year.  He earns a sizeable income from appearance fees guaranteed by contract with 

the convention producers and from signing autographs, taking photos with fans, and 

 
1 Anime is a style of Japanese film and television animation often dubbed for U.S. audiences. 

2 Shortly thereafter, Sony Pictures Television, Inc., a Delaware corporation (“Sony”), acquired a 95% ownership 
interest in Funimation for $143 million (Funimation was valued at $150 million). 
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appearing on guest panels.  By January 16, 2019, he already had accepted invitations with 

dozens of conventions for appearances in 2019. 

(15) On January 16, 2019, the day Dragon Ball Super: Broly released in the U.S., 

Monica “liked” and “retweeted” the Tweet of someone with the Twitter handle “hanleia” 

that accused Vic of being “a homophobic rude asshole who has been creepy to underage 

female fans for over ten years….”3 

(16) The next day, Monica liked and retweeted two Tweets by Kaylyn Saucedo 

(who posts under the user name “Marzgurl”) that accused Vic of “great volumes of sexual 

misconduct,” urged Funimation to “reconsider hiring Vic Mignogna as a voice actor in the 

future,” and initiated the hashtag “#KickVic.”4 

(17) The repeated attention that Monica, Jamie, and even Funimation’s agents, 

employees or business partners, gave hanleia’s and Marzgurl’s accusations caused their 

Tweets to “go viral.”5  About the same time, one or more Defendants began actively defaming 

Vic directly to anime conventions, speaking of investigations and Vic being fired. 

(18) Barely a week later, Tammi Denbow (“Denbow”), a Sony executive, informed 

Vic she was investigating three allegations of “sexual harassment” against him.  One, Monica 

alleged to have occurred six years prior at a convention (not at any Funimation or Sony 

facility or event) when, after she wrote her name on a jelly bean and gave it to him, Vic ate 

 
3 Posts on the social media platform Twitter.com are called “Tweets”; persons “follow” Twitter users to track 
the content posted on the user’s account.  The terms “Tweet,” “retweet” and variations thereof refer to the act 
of posting content on one’s Twitter account.  A user that “retweets” content shares another’s Tweet to her or his 
followers; it is commonly understood that a retweet implies approval or support for the original Tweet.  
Additionally, Tweets can be “liked” which indicates the person “liking” the Tweet appreciates its content.  
Unless a Twitter account is private, all Tweets and “retweets” are visible to anyone on the internet. 
4 A hashtag is a word or phrase immediately preceded by the # symbol which is used to link Tweets containing 
the hashtag. 

5 To “go viral” means that a video, image, or story spreads quickly and widely on the Internet through social 
media, e-mail, or mobile phones. 
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the jelly bean and joked that he “ate Monica”; Vic denied any sexual suggestion (he was 

joking in response to a fan’s asking if he could be poisoned by the ink).  Monica also alleged 

inappropriate conduct between Vic and two fans (not Funimation or Sony employees) at a 

convention three years prior (again not at any Funimation or Sony facility or event); Vic 

emphatically denied any inappropriate conduct.  The third allegation involved a single, 

consensual kiss between Vic and a Funimation employee who was Vic’s friend. 

(19) Denbow’s telling Vic that her investigation was “a confidential matter” did not 

stop Jamie, Monica, Ronald or other Funimation employees or business partners from urging 

anime conventions and other studios to terminate their contracts with Vic—telling some that 

Funimation was conducting an “investigation” into allegations that Vic was a “sexual 

predator” or that charges were being filed against Vic and he would soon be arrested—or 

tweeting details about the “investigation”; for example, Ronald would Tweet on February 2, 

2019 that Vic “is a predator” based on his (Ronald’s) “[i]nsider knowledge” about Sony’s 

investigation. 

(20) The fallout from the Defendants’ actions was swift.  On January 18, 2019, the 

Phoenix Fan Fusion convention cancelled Vic’s appearance.  A few days later, on January 

26, 2019, Ronald tweeted that Vic was “a predator” (a charge Ronald would repeat in at least 

15 more Tweets); shortly after, the Rangerstop Convention cancelled Vic’s appearance. 

(21) On January 29, 2019, Denbow and another Sony executive informed Vic that 

his employment with Funimation was terminated following Denbow’s “investigation.” 

(22) On January 30, 2019, both the Anime NYC and the Anime Milwaukee 

conventions canceled Vic’s appearances. 
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(23) In January 31, 2019 Tweets, Ronald claimed to know of “at least 4 assaults” 

by Vic and crowed “I am glad to see conventions cancelled”; that day, Kawaiicon cancelled 

Vic’s appearance. 

(24) On February 1, 2019, Ronald tweeted he personally knew that Vic was “guilty 

of at least 4 accounts”; that day, the Kamehacon Dallas convention cancelled Vic’s 

appearance (however, on March 24, 2019, Vic was re-invited to the Kamehacon Dallas 

convention). 

(25) On February 2, 2019, Ronald tweeted that Vic needed to prove himself “not to 

be a predator.”  The next day, Ancient City Con cancelled Vic’s appearance. 

(26) On February 4, 2019, Ronald tweeted multiple times that Vic was “a predator,” 

called Vic a “perp,” and asserted there are “over 100 accounts and still more to come....” 

(Figure 1); that day, Denver Comicon cancelled Vic’s appearance. 

 
Figure 1 

 
(27) On February 5, 2019, Funimation informed Anime News Network that Vic’s 

employment had been terminated, and Ronald again tweeted his accusation that Vic is a 

“predator.”  Over the next 24 hours, Florida Supercon, Raleigh Supercon, Kamicon, and 

Hudson Valley Comicon all canceled Vic’s appearances. 

(28) On February 6, 2019, Ronald tweeted that over 100 women had made 

accusations “of assault,” that the allegations against Vic were “corroborated,” that “[there 
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were] mountains of testimony,” and that Funimation “have proof.  That’s why they fired 

him.”  Monica (Ronald’s fiancé) also tweeted on February 6 that “IT HAPPENED TO ME!” 

and that “I’m only one voice on a sea of many … He’s hurt enough people.  He’s a sick man 

and he needs help….”  Later that day, Jamie attempted to rebuff those questioning the 

veracity of Monica’s post on Twitter. (Figure 2). 

 
Figure 2 

 
(29) Two days later, Jamie tweeted that Vic had assaulted her several years prior by 

grabbing her hair and whispering in her ear (what he whispered she couldn’t remember), that 

“[i]n the last week or so, I’ve heard accounts of him doing this exact thing to half a dozen 

other women that I personally know,” and that Vic is a “predator.” 
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(30) On February 11, 2019, Funimation made its “investigation” public via Twitter, 

declaring it determined Vic had engaged in “harassment or threatening behavior”; Monica 

responded there were “multiple investigations with testimony, proof, evidence.” (Figure 3). 

 
Figure 3 
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(31) Later that day, Monica declared that Vic is “the legal definition of harassment.” 

(Figure 4). 

 
Figure 4 

 
(32) Over the next week or so, Ronald tweeted “Evidence: He has been fired, there 

was an investigation … these actions have corroborated testimony,” (February 13, 2019), 

“Their [Funimation’s] decision was on things that happened to funimation employees,” 

(February 18, 2019), and “let’s see who walks away a registered sex offender” (February 16, 

2019). 

(33) On February 19, 2019, Monica tweeted a lengthy post in which she accused 

Vic of “sexual harassment,” kissing her without her consent and treating others similarly at 

conventions; she claimed to have spoken with “investigators” to “corroborate” the 

“testimony” of others telling stories similar to hers and spoke of Funimation’s 

“investigations” (Figure 5); she closed by referring to Vic as a “predator.” 

 
Figure 5 

 
(34) Ronald continued carpet-bombing Vic on Twitter accusing him of “assaulting” 

Monica (February 21, 2019), of “cheat[ing] on his fiancé, assault[ing] ladies, [and] rob[bing] 
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fans” and assaulting “way more people” than Monica (February 23, 2019), and of “forc[ing] 

himself on people in a sexual manner without consent and that resulted in assault” (April 7, 

2019). 

(35) In fact, Ronald has tweeted more than 80 times that Vic sexually assaulted or 

assaulted Monica, more than 10 times that Vic sexually assaulted or assaulted three of his 

“very close friends,” more than 10 times that Vic has been accused of hundreds and possibly 

thousands of assaults, and at least 17 times that Vic is a “predator.” 

As the case entered the Motion to Dismiss phase, additional facts become clear. 

(36) Apparently, the work environment at Funimation Productions, LLC was 

amorous and sexually-charged for years.6  Its programming is still salacious or sexual, such 

as:  “Panty & Stocking with Garterbelt” starring Jamie Marchi (also a writer) as “Panty” and 

Monica Rial as “Stocking,” a show all about “sex and eating candy” and two fallen angels 

dressed as schoolgirls who use their lingerie as weapons to fight bad guys;7 and “Prison 

School” where “[t]he school is ruled by a secret council of sadistic female students [and] boys 

are in for a world of hurt” (a “super raunchy anime series” and “Most Perverted Anime” 

show”).8 

 
6 Exhibit I, Deposition of Monica Rial (“Monica’s Deposition”), pp. 24:17 to 25:2; Exhibit K, Deposition of Vic 
Mignogna (“Vic’s Deposition”), pp. 215:2-15; Unsworn Declaration of Chuck Huber (“Huber Declaration”), 
¶¶38-42. 

7 www.funimation.com/shows/panty-stocking-with-garterbelt & www.ttdila.com/2012/07/anime-expo-2012-
panty-and-stocking.html (both last checked 8/30, 2019). 
8 https://www.funimation.com/shows/prison-school/?qid=8dfcb17fa205984, 
https://www.ranker.com/list/dirty-anime-that-is-really-raunchy/leo-reyna, & 
https://www.thetoptens.com/perverted-anime-shows/ (all last checked 8/30/2019). 
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(37) At times, Funimation uses provocative imagery to promote its shows, such 

as Jamie and Monica in this promotion [Figure 1] for their show “Panty & Stocking with 

Garterbelt”: 9 

(38) In fact, this raunchy 

environment at times rears its head at 

conventions attended by its voice 

actors, for example, Jamie “making 

out” with Vic [Figures 2-3] at the 2010 

Con-Nichiwa convention in Tucson, Arizona,10 or Monica being spanked at the 2011 Anime 

Detour convention in Minneapolis, Minnesota [Figure 4].11 

 

(39) Despite @hanleia’s January 16, 2019 tweet, rumors of Vic “being an asshole,” 

“using fans,” and “being a pedophile” were begun by Funimation’s “de facto manager” Chris 

 
9www.ttdila.com/2012/07/anime-expo-2012-panty-and-stocking.html (last checked 8/30, 2019); see also 
https://youtu.be/M3-EC3UdVps (video of Funimation’s 2012 promotion of “Panty & Stocking”; see also 
Funimation’s use of Jamie and a stripper pole to promote the show 
(https://www.facebook.com/funimation/photos/a.10150933484593481/10150935190178481/?type=3&theat
er). 
10 https://twitter.com/GameWizard02/status/1158106416252641280 (last checked 8/30/19). 
11 https://youtu.be/Q-HJ-1aQolk (last checked on 8/28/2019). 

 

Figure 1 

Figures 2-3 Figure 4 
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Sabat, Monica and Jamie in the early 2000’s, long before any posts or tweets cited by 

Defendants were made.12  Funimation nevertheless claims the January 16, 2019 tweet from 

@hanleia13 tagging it with the question “Hey @Funimation why do you employ a known 

pedophile” and linking to a post on “Pretty Ugly Little Liar” as initiated allegations against 

Vic and triggered its “investigation.”14 But @hanleia did not state that Vic is a “known 

pedophile”; and Vic has never been charged as such.15  Indeed, on January 18, 2019, 

@MarzGurl posted “Hey, I just wanted to be certain, is it possible you were remembering 

voice actor Illich Guardiola?”—referring to a different former Funimation voice actor—not 

Vic—had been the one charged with sexually assaulting a minor.16 

(40) On January 20, Vic tweeted unequivocal denials of @hanleia’s charges and 

“sincerely apologize[d]” to anyone who felt he had been “less than kind and grateful” or 

whom he had made feel badly or uncomfortable; he finished with as clear a statement as 

possible: 

“Finally, any allegations of sexual harassment, sexual assault, or most 
disturbingly, pedophilia are COMPLETELY AND UTTERLY FALSE. My 
heart weeps for anyone who endures a violation of this kind, so to be accused 
of harming others in this way….I have no words.”17 

 
12 Huber Declaration, ¶¶11-13, 16-18, 22 and 48-50. 
13 The anonymous Twitter handle for “caitlin @ leon i have feelings 4 u.” See https://twitter.com/hanleia (last 
checked 8/30/2019). 
14 “Pretty Ugly Little Liar” is a self-proclaimed “censorship-free forum.” See https://prettyuglylittleliar.net. 

15 Vic’s Deposition pp. 206: 5-6. 
16 https://prettyuglylittleliar.net/topic/3255-vic-mignogna/?page=13; Benton, M., “Police: Drama teacher who 
married 16-year-old girl faces charges,” Click2Houston.com (2014), 
http://click2houston.com/news/texas/police-drama-teacher-who-married-16-year-old-girl-faces-charges; 
McCormack, S., “Sex Charges Dropped Against Drama Teacher Ilich Guardiola After He Married Teen,” 
Huffpost (2014), https://www.huffpost.com/entry/ilich-guardiola_n_5799910; Loveridge, L., “Sexual Assault 
Charges Dropped Against Voice Actor Illich Guardiola,” Anime News Network (2014), http://4NN.cx/.79624. 
17 Defendant Funimation Productions, LLC’s Motion to Dismiss Under the TCPA (“Funimation’s Motion”), p. 3.  A 
20-year veteran of the anime voice actor industry, Chuck Huber, also was not aware of any accusations or rumors 
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(41) A few days later, on January 22, Ronald began telephoning and tweeting 

Christopher Slatosch, host of the Kameha Con convention; Ronald accused Vic of assaulting 

four people (Monica, “the two twins who lived with me,” and “another voice actors [sic] 

girlfriend”), told Slatosch that Sony was conducting an investigation and that criminal 

charges would soon be filed against Vic.18  Monica also telephoned Slatosch and called Vic a 

“sexual predator” and repeatedly asserted that criminal charges would soon be filed against 

him.19   

(42) During these telephone conversations, Monica and Ronald both urged Slatosch 

to breach his contract with Vic—despite his explanation that doing so would breach his 

written contract with Vic—and to refuse continuing to do business with Vic in the future.20  

Ronald threated that Monica would cancel her appearance at Kameha Con and that his 

company would withdraw its financial sponsorship of the convention—Monica likewise 

threatened to convince other voice actors to cancel their appearances at Kameha Con—if 

Slatosch did not breach his written contract with Vic. 21   

(43) Due to Ronald’s disclosure of Sony’s investigation and his and Monica’s 

pressure, Slatosch cancelled Vic’s appearance at Kameha Con in breach of his written 

 
that Vic had sexually assaulted or harassed anyone prior to Defendants’ claims. Huber Declaration at ¶¶52-57, 
61-62 and 81. 
18 Unsworn Declaration of Christopher Slatosch (“Slatosch Declaration”) at ¶¶6-7. 
19 Id., at ¶9.  Jamie and Monica both told Chuck Huber that criminal charges were being filed against Vic. Huber 
Declaration at ¶79. 
20 Slatosch Declaration at ¶¶7, 9, 12 and 16. 

21 Id., at ¶¶9-11, 13, and Exhibit B attached thereto. 
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agreement.22  Slatosch eventually reinvited Vic to attend Kameha Con, but only after 

considerable expense by both sides and requiring Vic to pay for additional security (something 

not required of other guests).23  Monica made good on her threat.24 

(44) On January 23, Monica and Tammi Denbow, a Sony employee, exchanged 

email in which Monica thanks her for “making me feel at ease…and helping me realize it 

wasn’t anything I did wrong,” and Denbow is “glad it helped to talk it through.”25  On 

January 24, Ronald Toye tweeted that “I know with 100% certainty that [Vic] assaulted 4 

people I love.”26 

(45) On January 25, Denbow contacted Vic; Funimation was conducting a 

“confidential” “investigation” into:  Vic’s writing Monica’s name on a jellybean she threw to 

him at a convention (not at Funimation’s offices) and then eating it;27 his flirting with two 

adult women at a convention (not at Funimation’s offices) who had been flirting with him for 

more than a year;28 and a single, consensual kiss between Vic and a co-worker more than 3 

years ago at Funimation’s office (for which no complaint was ever made);29 there was no 

 
22 Id., at ¶¶3-4.  Kameha Con was not the only convention to cancel due to Defendants’ pressure; in fact, until 
Defendants’ began defaming him, Vic had never had a convention cancel his appearance. Exhibit E, Unsworn 
Declaration of Victor Mignogna (“Vic’s Declaration”) ¶36. 
23 Id., at ¶14. 

24 Id., at ¶11, 15. 

25 Exhibit A, RIAL000014. 
26 Exhibit J, Deposition of Ronald Toye (“Ronald’s Deposition”), pp. 36:5–38:20; Ronald’s Deposition, Exhibit 
38 at 3. 
27 Monica testified that this jellybean incident took place “like 15 years ago.” Monica’s Deposition, pp. 33:6-13. 
28 Vic testified this occurred “several years ago.” Vic’s Deposition, pp. 126:15-17. 

29 Vic testified this occurred in “2015 or 2016.” Id., pp. 120:15-18. 
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allegation of abuse, assault or harassment.30  That day, Ronald tweeted “[Vic] assaulted [4 

people very close to me].”31 

(46) On January 26, Ronald declared that Vic “is guilty” of “sexual assault” and 

that Vic is a “predator.”32  Two days later (January 28), Ronald publicly stated that Vic is “a 

man with a clear history of [sexual] deviancy.”33  The next day (January 29), Funimation 

informed Vic that his contract with Funimation was terminated but gave him no reason for 

the termination.34  On January 30, Monica emailed Denbow thanking her for a January 29th 

voice mail “update” and “for being so kind”; Monica also exchanged six emails with Lisa 

Gibson that day during which Monica asked Gibson what she could say publicly, broached 

when Funimation would “make a statement,” and thanked Gibson for her “update,” and 

Gibson encouraged Monica to “hang in there.”35  On January 31, Monica had a telephone 

call with Gibson and Sony’s Scott Barretto; and Ronald tweeted “I know of at least 4 assaults 

… I am glad to see conventions cancelled and the truth coming to light.”36 

(47)  Three days after her telephone calls with Funimation executives Gibson 

and Barretto (February 3), Monica mirrored Ronald’s language when she tweeted “[t]he truth 

 
30 Vic’s Declaration at ¶10; Affidavit of Tammi Denbow attached to Funimation’s Motion, at ¶¶1-4.  Chuck 
Huber also was told that Funimation’s investigation was “confidential.” Huber Declaration at ¶82. 
31 Ronald’s Deposition, Exhibit 38 at 5-6. 
32 Ronald’s Deposition, Exhibit 38 at 7, 13. 

33 Ronald’s Deposition, Exhibit 38 at 15. 
34 Funimation’s Motion, p. 4; Affidavit of Tammi Denbow attached to Funimation’s Motion, at ¶8; Vic’s 
Deposition, pp. 133:14–23, 134:7–135:2. 
35 Exhibit A, RIAL000038-39, RIAL000059. 
36 Exhibit A, RIAL000038; Ronald’s Deposition, Exhibit 38 at 16. 
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will come out.”37  That day, Vic publicly denied his detractors’ allegations.38  Wasting no 

time, on February 4, Ronald mocked Vic’s apology and publicly claimed “I know without a 

question he hurt people very close to me. Those tears are fake.”39  He then declared there were 

“over 100 ladies and counting coming forward” with accusations against Vic.40 

(48) The next day (February 5), Ronald publicly called on Funimation to make a 

public statement about Vic and for Vic to “be banned indefinitely,”41 again publicly calling 

Vic “a predator.”42  On February 6, Ronald again publicly accused Vic of “assault[ing] my 

fiancée,”43 declared there are “over 100 accounts of assault” and called Vic a “rapist,”44 made 

it clear that the objective was Vic “being blacklisted and out of work,”45 and predicted that 

the proof of allegations against Vic “will be him getting fired from everything.”46 

(49) The next day (February 7), in an email to Funimation’s Trina Simon, Monica 

accused Vic of sexually assaulting her in 2007;47 as if synchronized, Jamie tweeted the same 

day that Vic is “a monster…there are dozens upon dozens of reports,”48 and Ronald again 

 
37 Exhibit L [Monica’s Feb. 3 tweet to @MorphBox, @DBZUk_kamehouse]. 
38 https://youtu.be/SsTylbn74aQ (last checked 8/28/19).  Chuck Huber, likewise, notes that voice actors often 
hug fans at conventions regardless of age and that he always saw Vic stopped if someone “acted like they did 
not want to be hugged or kissed.” Huber Declaration at ¶¶65 and 79. 

39 Ronald’s Deposition, Exhibit 28 at 30. 
40 Ronald’s Deposition, Exhibit 28 at 35. 
41 Ronald’s Deposition, Exhibit 28 at 37, 39 and 44. 
42 Ronald’s Deposition, Exhibit 28 at 38. 
43 Ronald’s Deposition, Exhibit 28 at 47.  Monica is Ronald’s fiancée. Monica’s Deposition, pp. 22:10-20. 

44 Ronald’s Deposition, Exhibit 28 at 50 and 79. 
45 Ronald’s Deposition, Exhibit 28 at 57 and 68. 
46 Ronald’s Deposition, Exhibit 28 at 75. 
47 Exhibit A at RIAL000002-000003. 
48 Exhibit M attached hereto. 
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publicly called on Funimation to make a statement.49  Jamie then revealed their plan:  use 

“name and shame” to destroy Vic’s reputation.50 

(50) On February 8, Vic tweeted that he did not want anyone claiming to support 

him making threats:  LET ME BE PERFECTLY CLEAR that I would NEVER condone 

anything approaching this whatsoever, and I call upon anyone doing it to STOP THIS 

IMMEDIATELY.”51  That same day, Monica and Funimation’s Coleen Carroll mocked Vic 

for his private email to Monica explaining that he has always considered her a “dear friend” 

and asking her to tell him what he had done to make her so angry.52 

(51) The next day (February 9), Jamie tweeted that Vic assaulted her—she could 

not remember when—by grabbing her hair and whispering something in her ear that she could 

not remember then stating that Vic had done “this exact thing to half a dozen other women 

that I personally know” and that he’s a “predator.”53   

(52) Two days later (February 11), Funimation tweeted that “[f]ollowing an 

investigation…Funimation will not be engaging Mignogna in future productions…We do not 

condone any kind of harassment or threatening behavior being directed at anyone”; Monica 

added to Funimation’s tweet that “[t]here were multiple investigations with testimony, proof, 

 
49 Ronald’s Deposition, Exhibit 28 at 84. 
50 Exhibit G attached hereto at 1. 
51 Funimation’s Motion at p. 5. 
52 Exhibit A at RIAL000001. 

53 Exhibit Q attached hereto.  However, in her recent affidavit, she suddenly remembers that this event allegedly 
occurred in “approximately 2011” but still does not remember what Vic allegedly whispered in her ear. Defendant 
Jamie Marchi’s Motion to Dismiss Pursuant to the Texas Citizens Participation Act, Affidavit of Jamie Marchi at ¶2. 
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evidence…I am one of dozens of men and women who participated.”54  Later that day, 

Monica tweeted, “[a]nd just so we’re clear, he’s the legal definition of harassment.”55 

(53) Funimation’s Twitter followers knew exactly what Funimation was saying:  the 

result of its investigation was that Vic had engaged in “harassment or threatening behavior”—

particularly since Monica had reinforced it with her description of “multiple investigations 

with testimony, proof, evidence…I am one of dozens of men and women who participated.”56  

Oddly, Funimation has never contradicted or corrected Monica’s “signal boosting.”57 

(54) Two days later (February 13), Vic tweeted that he “had no idea that any 

animosity” towards him had existed until “these last few weeks” and apologized if he had 

made anyone feel uncomfortable and begged for people to “please be kind to one another. 

The very last thing I want is for ANYONE to be hatefully targeted—especially not on my 

behalf.”58 

(55) On February 16, Ronald tweeted that Vic would be “a registered sex 

offender.”59  Two days later (February 18), he confirmed that Monica was a Funimation 

employee.60  The next day, Monica tweeted that Vic had been accused of sexual harassment, 

alleged Vic had grabbed her hair and whispered in her ear (without recalling what was said) 

 
54 Funimation’s Motion, Exhibit L; Monica’s Deposition, Exhibit 31. 
55 Monica’s Deposition, Exhibit 31. 
56 Huber Declaration at ¶82; Exhibit N attached hereto. 

57 Signal boosting means “[p]osting to a community forum (mailing list, social networking site, discussion board) 
in hopes of getting more attention for an event or cause. This is not the primary or first announcement, but rather 
one of many auxiliary posts or cross-posts to communities with individuals who are likely to take interest.” See 
https://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=signal%20boost (definition of “signal boosting”). 
58 Funimation’s Motion at p. 7. 
59 Ronald’s Deposition, Exhibit 28 at 209. 
60 Ronald’s Deposition, Exhibit at 247. 
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and claimed she “witnessed” him do it “to so many people,” she claimed he had forced a kiss 

on her in “[i]n the mid-2000s,” and called him a “predator.”61  Later, in her deposition and 

her motion to dismiss, Monica expanded on her forced kiss story claiming Vic invited her to 

his hotel room, threw her on his bed and forcibly kissed her, and that Stan Dahlin witnessed 

her leaving Vic’s hotel room.62  Both Vic and Mr. Dahlin expressly deny Monica’s 

allegations.63 

(56) On February 19, Ronald suddenly switched from calling Vic a predator, 

registered sex offender and accusing him of assault and harassment to towing the line that 

Funimation would henceforth use:  Vic had been terminated by Funimation for 

“inappropriate conduct.”64 

V. CONDITIONS PRECEDENT 

(57) All conditions precedent to Plaintiff’s claims and damages have occurred or 

been performed. 

VI. CLAIMS 

A.  Defamation 

(58) The preceding paragraphs are incorporated by reference. 

(59) The Defendants have tweeted false, defamatory statements about Vic that were 

published and read by third parties.  Indeed, many of the Defendants’ tweets are defamatory 

per se.  The Defendants knew these statements were false or made them with negligent 

 
61 Monica’s Deposition, Exhibit 33. 
62 Monica Rial and Ron Toye’s Motion to Dismiss Pursuant to the Texas Citizens Participations Act at ¶20; Monica’s 
Deposition at 31:1-8. 

63 Vic’s Declaration at 2-8; Exhibit E, Affidavit of Stan Dahlin, Exhibit O. 
64 Ronald’s Deposition, Exhibit 28 at 275. 
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disregard for their truthfulness.  Due to the Defendants’ defamation, Vic has suffered actual 

and consequential damages in excess of the minimal jurisdictional amounts of this Court as 

well as damage to his reputation. 

(60) The Defendants’ conduct was willful, fraudulent, malicious and in wanton 

disregard for Vic thereby entitling him to punitive damages in an amount to be determined at 

trial. 

B.  Tortious Interference with Existing Contracts 

(61) The preceding paragraphs are incorporated by reference. 

(62) Vic enjoyed contracts with multiple conventions prior to the Defendants’ 

tortious conduct.  Defendants knew of these contracts.  However, the Defendants willfully 

and intentionally interfered with these contracts proximately causing cancellation, 

termination, even breach, of these contracts by the convention producers thereby causing Vic 

actual and consequential damages in excess of the minimal jurisdictional amounts of this 

Court. 

(63) The Defendants’ conduct was willful, fraudulent, malicious and in wanton 

disregard for Vic thereby entitling him to punitive damages in an amount to be determined at 

trial. 

C.  Tortious Interference with Prospective Business Relations 

(64) The preceding paragraphs are incorporated by reference. 

(65) There was reasonable probability that Vic would have entered into agreements 

with other production companies and conventions, as he had in prior years.  The Defendants 

knew of these relationships; however, the Defendants’ unlawful and independently tortious 

actions prevented these agreements from occurring.  The Defendants’ actions were not merely 
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an incidental result but were unlawful and taken without justification or cause; indeed, the 

Defendants were motivated by malice.  The Defendants’ tortious interference proximately 

caused Vic actual and consequential damages, including lost profits, in excess of the minimal 

jurisdictional amounts of this Court. 

(66) The Defendants’ conduct was willful, fraudulent, malicious and in wanton 

disregard for Vic thereby entitling him to punitive damages in an amount to be determined at 

trial. 

D.  Civil Conspiracy 

(67) The preceding paragraphs are incorporated by reference. 

(68) The Defendants conspired and acted in concert to defame Vic, unlawfully (or, 

alternatively, lawfully by unlawful means) interfere with his existing contracts, and unlawfully 

(or, alternatively, lawfully by unlawful means) interfere with his prospective business 

relations, and each knowingly assisted and participated in the other’s actions.  The 

Defendants’ civil conspiracy proximately caused Vic actual and consequential damages 

(according to the claims alleged above), including lost profits, in excess of the minimal 

jurisdictional amounts of this Court for which each of the Defendants is jointly and severally 

liable with the other Defendants. 

(69) The Defendants’ conduct was willful, fraudulent, malicious and in wanton 

disregard for Vic thereby entitling him to punitive damages in an amount to be determined at 

trial for which each of the Defendants is jointly and severally liable with the other Defendants. 

E.  Vicarious Liability 

(70) The preceding paragraphs are incorporated by reference. 
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(71) At all times relevant, (i) Jamie or Monica was Funimation’s employee and 

acting in the course and scope of her employment in the conduct alleged above or, 

alternatively, (ii) Jamie, Monica or Ronald was Funimation’s agent with actual or apparent 

authority to act on behalf of Funimation in the conduct alleged above or Funimation ratified 

her or his actions alleged above.  Accordingly, Funimation is liable for the conduct of Jamie, 

Monica or Ronald alleged above. 

VII. PRIMA FACIE EVIDENCE 

(72) Plaintiff has attached to this Second Amended Petition and to other pleadings 

in this case, prima facie evidence sufficient to prove each element of each claim. 

(73) Exhibit A is a timeline and a series of email communications between Monica 

Rial that shows numerous email communications between Funimation management and Rial 

both before and after Vic was terminated and Funimation made its defamatory tweets on 

February 11, 2019.  This evidence is sufficient to support a rational inference that Funimation 

and Rial were colluding and conspiring to commit the torts complained of in Section VI. 
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(74) Exhibit B contains multiple tweets made in response to Funimation’s February 

11, 2019 tweets. These tweets are sufficient to support a rational inference that people of 

ordinary intelligence understood Funimation’s February 11, 2019 tweets to state that 

Funimation’s investigation had determined that Plaintiff committed sexual assault or 

harassment. 

(75) Exhibit C is the unsworn declaration of Christopher Slatosch that includes 

actual text messages in which Ronald and Monica defame Vic and, knowing of the contract 

between Vic and Mr. Slatosch’s convention (which Mr. Slatosch attaches to his declaration), 

tortiously interfere with that contract as well as with prospective business relations between 

Vic and Mr. Slatosch’s convention.  Mr. Slatosch’s declaration also describes Monica and 
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Ronald working together to accomplish these objectives (defame Vic, tortiously interfere with 

an existing contract, and tortiously interfere with prospective business relations) and thus 

shows their conspiracy.  This evidence is sufficient to support a rational inference that Monica 

and Ronald committed defamation, tortious interference with existing contract, tortious 

interference with prospective business relations and civil conspiracy to commit those torts. 

(76) Exhibit D contains the unsworn declaration of Chuck Huber.  Mr. Huber 

describes how the Defendants (rather than @hanleia) contrived the allegations that Vic was a 

pedophile and a homophobe and misused his fans.  Mr. Huber describes the conspiracy inside 

Funimation, involving all Defendants, to “get” Vic.  Mr. Huber details false statements that 

Defendants made about Vic (such as criminal charges being made).  This evidence is sufficient 

to support a rational inference that the Defendants committed defamation, tortious 

interference with existing contract, tortious interference with prospective business relations 

and civil conspiracy to commit those torts. 

(77) Exhibit E contains the unsworn declaration of Plaintiff, in which he (a) denies 

the allegations made by Defendants in their answers and motions to dismiss; (b) quantifies 

the economic harm caused by Defendants’ actions, and (c) states the non-economic damages 

that Defendants’ actions caused him.  Plaintiff’s declaration sufficient to support a rational 

inference that Defendants knew the falsity of their statements when those statements were 

made and that he has suffered damages due to Defendants’ tortious conduct. 

(78) Exhibit F contains a series of tweets showing that Jamie was a member of a 

private discord server devoted to defaming the Plaintiff.65  The eponymous name of the server 

 
65 A discord server is a private chat room where members can message one another in real time.  The messages 
are not saved, but Exhibit F shows screenshots of messages.  Jamie Marchi is known as “She Devil” in this 
forum.  
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was “KickVicSupportGroup.”  This evidence is sufficient to support a rational inference that 

Marchi committed defamation, tortious interference with existing contract, tortious 

interference with prospective business relations and civil conspiracy to commit those torts. 

(79) Exhibit G contains a series of tweets by Jamie calling Plaintiff a liar and 

accusing him of being a sexual predator as well as stating that “I want his [Plaintiff’s] head. I 

want his balls. I want him to feel an ounce of the pain he’s cause [sic] others and then fucking 

choke on it….”  This evidence is sufficient to support a rational inference that Jamie 

committed defamation, tortious interference with existing contract, tortious interference with 

prospective business relations and civil conspiracy to commit those torts. It also supports a 

rational inference that Jamie engaged in her tortious conduct with actual malice toward Vic. 

(80) Exhibit H contains a series of private messages sent by Jamie stating, inter alia, 

that Plaintiff has a “15+ history of harassment”. This evidence is sufficient to support a 

rational inference that the Marchi defamed Vic. 

(81) Exhibit I contains Monica’s deposition in which, inter alia, she confirms her 

intimate involvement in Funimation’s “investigation” and decisions following termination of 

Vic’s relationship with Funimation, evidence that is sufficient to support a rational inference 

that Monica and Funimation were engaged in a civil conspiracy to defame Vic and tortiously 

interfere with his existing and prospective business relations. 

(82) Exhibit J contains Ronald’s deposition, and the exhibits attached thereto. 

Exhibit 28 contains hundreds of Ronald’s defamatory tweets as well as tweets that confirm 

(a) he, Monica and Jamie sought to have Vic banned from future work and future 

conventions, (b) he had inside knowledge of Funimation’s “investigation” into allegations 

against Vic and the timing of Funimation’s defamatory tweets (information he could only 
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have received directly or indirectly from Funimation), and (c) he considered Monica a 

Funimation employee.  This evidence is sufficient to support a rational inference that Ronald 

defamed Vic and engaged in a civil conspiracy with the other Defendants to defame Vic and 

tortiously interfere with his existing and prospective business relations; it is also sufficient to 

support a rational inference that Monica either was an employee or agent of Funimation 

making Funimation vicariously liable for her tortious conduct.  Ronald’s tweets also support 

a rational inference that he engaged in his tortious conduct with actual malice toward Vic. 

(83) Exhibit K contains the deposition of Plaintiff in which he denies the allegations 

that Defendants levied against him which is sufficient evidence at this stage to prove the falsity 

of Defendants’ defamatory tweets.  Plaintiff’s testimony also constitutes evidence that is 

sufficient to support a rational inference that Funimation and the other Defendants tortiously 

interfered with his existing and prospective business relations and caused him damage. 

(84) Exhibit L contains a tweet by Monica made three days after her telephone calls 

with Funimation executives Gibson and Barretto whereby she mirrors Ronald’s language that 

“[t]he truth will come out.”  This evidence is sufficient to support a rational inference that 

Monica was provided inside information about and participated in Funimation’s plans to 

issue tweets that would defame Vic, hence, sufficient to support a rational inference of civil 

conspiracy to defame Vic.  Further, it’s sufficient to support a rational inference that Monica 

was acting as Funimation’s agent, having confidential knowledge of Funimation’s plans, 

when she tweeted the “truth” will come out. 

(85) Exhibit M contains Jamie’s tweet that appears to be synchronized with similar 

tweets by Ronald and Monica that Vic is “a monster…there are dozens upon dozens of 

reports….”  This evidence is sufficient to support a rational inference that Jamie defamed Vic 
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and conspired with Ronald and Monica to do so.  It further shows Jamie’s claimed inside 

knowledge as both Monica and Ronald claimed to have (“dozens upon dozens of reports”), 

which supports the rational inference that Funimation had shared confidential knowledge 

with Jamie, which supports the rational inference that Jamie was conspiring with the other 

Defendants to defame Vic and and tortiously interfere with his existing and prospective 

business relations.  It is also sufficient to support a rational inference that Jamie either was an 

employee or agent of Funimation making Funimation vicariously liable for her tortious 

conduct. 

(86) Exhibit N contains tweets by Monica following up on Funimation’s tweets 

alleging that the result of its investigation was that Plaintiff had engaged in “harassment or 

threatening behavior.”  Monica reinforced that understanding of Funimation’s tweets with 

her description of “multiple investigations with testimony, proof, evidence…I am one of 

dozens of men and women who participated.”  This evidence is sufficient to support a rational 

inference that Monica defamed Vic.  This evidence also is sufficient to support a rational 

inference that Monica was provided inside information about and participated in 

Funimation’s plans to issue tweets that would defame Vic, hence, sufficient to support a 

rational inference of civil conspiracy to defame Vic.  Further, it’s sufficient to support a 

rational inference that Monica was acting as Funimation’s agent, particularly since 

Funimation has never issued a statement contradicting Monica’s description of the 

investigation. 

(87) Exhibit O contains an affidavit by Stan Dahlin that completely contradicts 

Monica’s claims that Plaintiff assaulted her at a convention in 2007.  This evidence is 
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sufficient to support a rational inference that Monica’s defamation of Vic was made with 

actual malice (i.e., she knew that her statements were false).  

(88) Exhibit P contains an unsworn declaration by Erica McCord that completely 

contradicts Faisal Ahmed’s affidavit attached to Monica Rial and Ron Toye’s Motion to Dismiss 

Pursuant to the Texas Citizens Participations Act.  This evidence is sufficient to support a rational 

inference that Monica’s defamatory statements about Vic were made with actual malice (i.e., 

she knew that her statements were false). 

(89) Exhibit Q contains a tweet by Jamie stating that Plaintiff assaulted her—she 

could not remember when—by grabbing her hair and whispering something in her ear that 

she could not remember then stating that Vic had done “this exact thing to half a dozen other 

women that I personally know” and that he’s a “predator.”  Vic has denied any such conduct, 

and the unsworn declaration of Chuck Hubert undermines Jamie’s claim she was too afraid 

to come forward.  This evidence is sufficient to support a rational inference that Jamie 

defamed Plaintiff with actual malice. 

VIII. PRAYER 

 WHEREFORE, PREMISES CONSIDERED, Plaintiff prays that, on final hearing, 

he have judgment against the Defendants for actual, consequential and punitive damages 

according to the claims pled above and in amounts to be determined on final hearing, pre- 

and post-judgment interest at the highest rate permitted by law, and costs of court.  Plaintiff 

prays for such other and further relief to which he may be justly or equitably entitled.  Plaintiff 

prays for general relief. 
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Respectfully submitted, 
BEARD HARRIS BULLOCK HUGHES 
 
By:     /s/ Ty Beard  
 

Ty Beard 
Texas Bar No. 00796181 
Carey-Elisa Christie 
Texas Bar No. 24103218 
Kristina M. Ross 
Texas Bar No. 24069173 
Jim E. Bullock 
Texas Bar No. 00795271 
100 Independence Place, Suite 101 
Tyler, Texas 75703 
(903) 509-4900 [T] 
(903) 509-4908 [F] 
Ty@beardandharris.com 
Carey@beardandharris.com 
Kristina@beardandharris.com 
Jim@beardandharris.com 
 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 

 
Certificate of Service 

The undersigned certifies that the foregoing motion was electronically filed today and 
served via electronic filing manager on counsel of record. 
 
  /s/ Ty Beard  
  Date: September 2, 2019 
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Exhibit A 
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Denbow contacts Rial; Rial replies twice.Jan 23

Denbow contacts Vic; Vic follows up with email.Jan 25
Funimation telephones Vic and tells him he’s terminated

Denbow leaves voice mail for Rial with “update”.

Jan 26

Rial emails Gibson. Gibson emails Rial and asks if she “wants to talk”.
Rial emails Denbow and thanks her for “update”.  6 emails total.

Jan 30
Jan 29

Rial and Gibson talk by phone about Vic. Rial is interviewed by Scott Barreto.Jan 31  

Rial emails Trina Simon accusing Vic of 2007 assault.
Coleen Carroll emails Rial apparently replying to a phone conversation.
Starts with “Hey Moni”, implying signi�cant familiarity. Justin Cook copied.
2 emails; 1 phone call.

Feb 7

Rial emails Carroll complaining about Vic. Feb 8

Rial emails Trina Simon about Vic. Copies Caroll and Gibson. Rial emails
Simon again and Simon forwards email to Karen Mika, Marshall Wright and
Geetanjali Dhilon (all Funimation management). 3 emails total.

Feb 10

Denbow contacts Rial about “a new matter brought to my attention” and
requesting a call. After call, Rial states that she was at Acen May 19-22, 2016.
6 emails; 1 phone call

In the 25 days following Vic’s termination, Monica Rial exchanged at least SEVENTEEN emails 
with Funimation management about Vic. In addition, there were at least 3 phone calls and 1 
voice mail between Rial and Funimation management.
Finally, there was at least 1 interview of Rial by Funimation management.

Feb 20
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From: "Denbow, Tammi" <Tammi_Denbow@spe.sony.com>
Subject: Re: Confidential Discussion
Date: January 24, 2019 at 11:38:10 AM CST
To: Monica Rial <monicarial@yahoo.com>
 
Thanks, Monica. I’ll add this information to my file.

From: Monica Rial <monicarial@yahoo.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 23, 2019 8:03 PM
To: Denbow, Tammi
Subject: Re: Confidential Discussion
 
Sorry Tammi,

I remembered one more thing:

My friend who worked at Funimation when she was forcibly kissed on-site, reported it to her supervisors but she wanted assurance that she
would remain anonymous. They said they couldn’t promise her report would remain anonymous and that’s why she’s reluctant to say anything now.
She no longer works for Funimation.

Thank you,
~ Monica Rial ~

On Jan 23, 2019, at 7:25 PM, Denbow, Tammi <Tammi Denbow@spe.sony.com> wrote:

Hi, Monica.
 
Thanks for the additional info. 
 
I’m glad it helped to talk through it.  If you think of anything else, please feel free to reach out.
 
Thanks, again!
 
Tammi
 

From: Monica Rial <monicarial@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, January 23, 2019 5:20 PM
To: Denbow, Tammi <Tammi_Denbow@spe.sony.com>
Subject: Re: Confidential Discussion
 
Hi Tammi,
 
      I just thought of something else. He was recording a game recently at a studio called Okratron 5000 with a
gentleman named Donald Schultz. Donald said he went on a rant about how “silence equals consent” during the
session. They may have audio at Okra, I’m not sure.
 
      Thank you again for making me feel at ease. This has brought up all kinds of skeletons from my past. Thank you for
helping me realize it wasn’t anything I did wrong. I really appreciate it.

Thank you,
~ Monica Rial ~

On Jan 23, 2019, at 6:20 PM, Denbow, Tammi <Tammi_Denbow@spe.sony.com> wrote:

Hi Monica.

RIAL 000014
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Thanks for being so flexible. I’m back in my office, so can call now if you’re still available.
 
Thanks,
 
Tammi
 
 

From: Monica Rial <monicarial@yahoo.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 23, 2019 4:05 PM
To: Denbow, Tammi
Subject: Re: Confidential Discussion 
 
Hi Tammi,
 
      I wanted to give you some other options in case today doesn’t work out for you. Here’s my
availability the next few days:
 
Today: anytime
Thursday: anytime after 6:30pm (Pacific)
Friday: between 8am-1pm (Pacific)
 
     If these times don’t work for you, just let me know and I’ll get you my availability for next week.
 

Thank you,
~ Monica Rial ~

On Jan 23, 2019, at 3:28 PM, Denbow, Tammi <Tammi_Denbow@spe.sony.com> wrote:

Hi, Monica.
 
I need to speak to you regarding the concerns you raised to Colleen.  My role at Sony is to
look into these types of concerns and ensure they are addressed appropriately.  It’s best if
we schedule a 30-minute appointment to ensure we have privacy for the call.  Or, if you
are in the LA area and prefer to come to my office at the Sony Studio, we can do that as
well.  I’m including my availability below for your convenience, but can also be available
outside of my normal business hours with advanced notice.  My schedule is subject to
change, so please respond with a time when you are available and I will confirm.        
 
Today 1/23          3:30-5:30 p.m. Pacific (in person or by phone)
Thu 1/24              11 a.m. – 5 p.m. Pacific (phone only)
Fri 1/25                 9:30 a.m. – 6 p.m. Pacific (in person or by phone)
 
If you aren’t available any of these times, please let me know and I will update with my
schedule for next week.
 
I look forward to speaking with you soon.
 
Thanks,
 
Tammi
 
Tammi Denbow
Executive Director, P&O
Sony Pictures Entertainment
10202 West Washington Blvd.
Culver City, CA  90232
(310) 244-2907
Tammi Denbow@spe.sony.com
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Lisa Gibson
VP of Brand Marke ing
972-537-0912 Ext 4912
Lisa.Gibson@funimation.com

Confidentiality Notice: The information contained in this e-mail and any attachments to it may be legally privileged and include confidential information
intended only for the recipient(s) identified above  If you are not one of those intended recipients, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution
or copying of this e-mail or its attachments is strictly prohibited  If you have received this e-mail in error, please notify the sender of that fact by return e-mail
and permanently delete the e-mail and any attachments to it immediately  Please do not retain, copy or use this e-mail or its attachments for any purpose, nor
disclose all or any part of its contents to any other person  

From: Monica Rial <monicarial@yahoo.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 30, 2019 6:35 PM
To: Lisa Gibson
Subject: I don’t know what to do. 
 
Hi Lisa, 
 
     I’m writing because I’m at a loss. I know the investigation is over and I was told “We are no longer
engaging with Vic Mignogna” countless times. I just don’t know what to say when people ask me about it.
This experience has brought up all kinds of emotions and now I’m being bombarded by folks online with
questions about it. I understand you may not know what to tell me, and that’s fine, but I don’t know where
to turn. I can’t even look at social media anymore. I get so angry and upset I want to speak out but I don’t
know what I can say. I asked Justin about it but he hasn’t gotten back to me. I understand if Funi is waiting
to make a statement after Broly has finished its run. Hell, I understand if Funi doesn’t want to make a
statement at all. The thing is, I don’t have that choice. They will just keep bombarding me with questions.
Sorry to bother you with this but I don’t know where to go from here.

Thank you,
~ Monica Rial ~
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From: "Denbow, Tammi" <Tammi_Denbow@spe.sony.com>
Subject: RE: Thank you.
Date: January 30, 2019 at 12:05:00 PM CST
To: Monica Rial <monicarial@yahoo.com>
 
Hi, Monica.
 
Thank you for confirming.  If you have any questions, or if you have any additional concerns, please
feel free to give me a call.
 
Have a fabulous day!
 
Tammi
 

From: Monica Rial <monicarial@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, January 30, 2019 9:56 AM
To: Denbow, Tammi <Tammi_Denbow@spe.sony.com>
Subject: Thank you.
 
Hi Tammi,
 
     I received your voice mail yesterday. Thank you for keeping me updated. And thanks again for
being so kind.

Thank you,
~ Monica Rial ~
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From: Monica Rial <monicarial@yahoo.com>
Subject: ATTORNEY CLIENT PRIVILEGE
Date: February 7, 2019 at 9:08:04 PM CST
To: Trina.simon@funimation.com
 
Hello Trina,
 
      My name is Monica Rial and I am a contract voice actor for Funimation. As you know one of
Funimation’s other voice actors, Vic Mignogna, was accused of sexual harassment and assault. I am
one of his accusers- he assaulted me in 2007 and has harassed me since the early 2000s. I shared my
story with investigators because although it is well past the statute of limitations, it would
corroborate other testimony. I posted an image on Twitter saying something to the effect of “I
support victims”. Several of my friends also posted messages of support. Due to this outpouring of
support, Vic’s fans started viciously attacking my friends and me. We have received death threats
online and via text (see below), and now bizarre phone calls. I have now received 3 phone calls:
 
At 4:50 pm today, February 7, I received a call from Sean Schemmel, or at least it appeared that way.
His name was definitely on the screen but when I answered it was the deep voice of an African-
American man. He said, “Yo why you keep calling me?” I laughed thinking maybe Sean was doing an
impression or something. Then the voice said, “You’re a liar and I don’t like fucking liars”. I laughed
out of nervousness and I questioned, “Sean? What?” Then the voice said, “Why you laughing? You
ain’t gonna be laughing for long”. I sat in silence for a moment and then hung up. I then texted Sean
(see text image below) and subsequently called him and learned that he had received a call from MY
number asking about drugs which he joked about and laughed off. 
 
I contacted Colleen Clinkenbeard who, in turn, contacted Justin Cook and Karen Mika. The
experience, on top of all the threats, scared me. I’m scared because obviously someone found my
number on the internet and since I’m a homeowner my address is public record. I am afraid for my
safety. I was told to contact you and I began writing this email. While working on it, I received 2
more phone calls; one that appeared to be from my brother Miguel Rial and the other from Colleen
Clinkenbeard. The first call had the same recorded message as the earlier call. The second call had a
new message from another voice calling themselves “Putin” but it sounded to be prerecorded as
well. 
 
I have filed a report with the Richardson Police Department (the city where I live) and that report
number is 201900013396. The attending officer is Officer Shacora Bunting (Badge # 1287) and her
email is Shacora.Bunting@COR.gov. 
 
I understand that this will probably be written off as internet bullying and pranks but I am
legitimately concerned for my safety. I’m being blamed for this man’s removal from companies even
though he was fired as a result of internal investigations. I feel as though Funimation is more
concerned with my assaulter’s safety than mine. My fiancee has been very vocal on Twitter and is
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gathering any evidence of threats made against me. Please understand that he is concerned for my
safety as well as that of his son who lives with us.
 
Vic has continually been vocal on the app Unlocked and on his website The Risembool Rangers. He
has asked his fans to attack his detractors. He is responsible for this attack on me and my colleagues.
For all I know, he could’ve given them my phone number. His supporters have also been sharing
pictures of my friend Jamie McGonnigal, his husband, and his young son which makes me incredibly
nervous for them.
 
I was asked to give you a call tonight but I only have your office number. Please feel free to reach out
to me at .
 
Thank you, 
Monica Rial
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From: Colleen Carroll <Colleen.Carroll@Funimation.com>
Subject: Security
Date: February 7, 2019 at 5:58:24 PM CST
To: Monica Rial <monicarial@yahoo.com>
Cc: Justin Cook <Justin.Cook@Funimation.com>
 
Hey, Moni,
 
Okay. After speaking with Sony security, here is what Karen was told to pass on to you:

1.) call the local police and make a police report.
2.) please email Trina Simon at Trina.simon@funimation.com and recount as much detail as you are able, to describe the phone call.
She will pass this along to Sony Security who will most likely give you a call to follow up. You need to use the following subject
line: ATTORNEY CLIENT PRIVILEGE
3.) Please give Trina Simon a call at . She will be able to walk you through everything and she may have some additional
questions for clarity. This is her office number. If she is gone for the night, you might ask if she wants you to call on her cell and tell her
you need that number.

Sony’s further suggestion is to cease all social media engagement for the time being.

And, of course, you can always call me at any time for any reason.
 
C

Colleen Carroll
Managing Producer - Special Projects
972-537-0993 Ext 4993
Colleen.Carroll@Funima ion.com

Confidentiality Notice: The information contained in this e-mail and any attachments to it may be legally privileged and include confidential information intended only for the recipient(s) identified above  If
you are not one of those intended recipients, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this e-mail or its attachments is strictly prohibited  If you have received this e-mail in
error, please notify the sender of that fact by return e-mail and permanently delete the e-mail and any attachments to it immediately  Please do not retain, copy or use this e-mail or its attachments for any
purpose, nor disclose all or any part of its contents to any other person  
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From: Monica Rial <monicarial@yahoo.com>
Subject: Fwd: Dear Monica
Date: February 8, 2019 at 12:13:50 PM CST
To: Colleen.Carroll@Funimation.com
 
This is what he always does. He’s trying to use his charm to get out of this. He knows what he did. It’s
disgusting. AND he was told by Sony NOT to contact me.

Thank you,
~ Monica Rial ~

Begin forwarded message:

From: <victhewop@aol.com>
Date: February 8, 2019 at 11:58:38 AM CST
To: monicarial@yahoo.com
Subject: Dear Monica

Dear Monica,

I understand that I have hurt you deeply, and I am writing to humbly ask your forgiveness. I have
been racking my brain trying to figure out what I did that would make you so angry with me, and I
am embarrassed to say that I honestly don't know. I hope you will share what it is with me so that I
may sincerely apologize. I have had to step away from social media for sanity's sake. A friend
alerted me to your recent tweets.

You have always been one of my most cherished friends in the industry. The thought that I have
caused you pain is unconscionable. I am learning that I have not been good at discerning how I
come across to others and I am working on being better and doing better with the help of a
counselor. I have been crushed under the weight of the events of the past 3 weeks and am fully
committed to changing the things about me that need to change.

I sincerely hope you will find it in your heart to share with me what you're thinking and feeling.
Regardless, please know that all the years we have been friends, all of the events, projects and
meaningful conversations we have shared are treasured ones, and I am gutted at the thought that I
ruined something I valued so very much.

Vic
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From: Monica Rial <monicarial@yahoo.com>
Subject: This was sent today.
Date: February 10, 2019 at 12:17:01 PM CST
To: Trina.simon@funimation.com
Cc: Colleen.Carroll@Funimation.com, Lisa Gibson <lisa.gibson@funimation.com>
 
Hi ladies,
 
    Jamie received this DM from a fan base who still has access to the Risembool Ranger’s Discord.
She’s going to screenshot anything threatening she finds and send it Jamie’s way.

 
Just wanted to let you know.

Thank you,
~ Monica Rial ~
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From: Lisa Gibson <Lisa.Gibson@funimation.com>
Subject: Re: Concerned for my safety
Date: February 10, 2019 at 9:27:27 AM CST
To: Monica Rial <monicarial@yahoo.com>, Trina Simon <Trina.Simon@funimation.com>, Geetanjali Dhillon
<Geetanjali.Dhillon@funimation.com>, Karen Mika <Karen.Mika@funimation.com>, Marshall Wright
<Marshall.Wright@funimation.com>
Cc: Colleen Carroll <Colleen.Carroll@Funimation.com>
 
+ Geetanjali, Karen, and Marshall
 
 
 

Lisa Gibson
VP of Brand Marketing
972-537-0912 Ext 4912
Lisa.Gibson@funimation.com

Confidentiality Notice: The information contained in this e-mail and any attachments to it may be legally privileged and include confidential information intended only for the recipient(s) identified above
If you are not one of those intended recipients, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this e-mail or its attachments is strictly prohibited  If you have received this e-
mail in error, please notify the sender of that fact by return e-mail and permanently delete the e-mail and any attachments to it immediately  Please do not retain, copy or use this e-mail or its
attachments for any purpose, nor disclose all or any part of its contents to any other person  

From: Monica Rial <monicarial@yahoo.com>
Date: Sunday, February 10, 2019 at 9:01 AM
To: Trina Simon <Trina.Simon@funimation.com>
Cc: Colleen Carroll <Colleen.Carroll@Funimation.com>, Lisa Gibson <Lisa.Gibson@funimation.com>
Subject: Concerned for my safety
 
Hello Trina, 
 
     The online threats made against me have not stopped. And now, Mignogna has gotten on Twitter to make another statement
which only fuels the fire. I’m still receiving calls in the middle of the night (thank goodness for ‘Do Not Disturb’) and I’m now having
people accusing me, Jamie Marchi, Neil Kaplan, and anyone who has spoken up of sexual assault. Of course, none of it is true and I’d
be happy to talk to Sony about it. I’m so scared I can’t even sit in front of an open window in my own home. I’m suffering from
serious anxiety, I can’t sleep or eat. I don’t know how much longer I can take this. I should’ve handled this differently but I can’t
change that now. I don’t know what to do. I need help. Please.

Thank you,
~ Monica Rial ~
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From: "Denbow, Tammi" <Tammi_Denbow@spe.sony.com>
Subject: RE: Confidential Discussion
Date: February 20, 2019 at 5:33:46 PM CST
To: Monica Rial <monicarial@yahoo.com>
 
Hi, Monica.
 
You’re welcome!  Thanks for the additional info.  I will add it to my file.
 
Thanks,
 
Tammi
 

From: Monica Rial <monicarial@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, February 20, 2019 3:32 PM
To: Denbow, Tammi <Tammi_Denbow@spe.sony.com>
Subject: Re: Confidential Discussion
 
Thanks again, Tammy.
 
I looked back at my calendar and while I did attend Acen May 19-22, 2016, my fiancé was there with
me and he never left my side. So I actually had 2 folks and the con chair hanging around me all
weekend. 

Thank you,
~ Monica Rial ~

On Feb 20, 2019, at 4:38 PM, Denbow, Tammi <Tammi_Denbow@spe.sony.com> wrote:

O.k.  
 

From: Monica Rial <monicarial@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, February 20, 2019 2:30 PM
To: Denbow, Tammi <Tammi Denbow@spe.sony.com>
Subject: Re: Confidential Discussion
 
I’m home now. :)
 
I’ll give you a call at 3pm P.

Thank you,
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~ Monica Rial ~

On Feb 20, 2019, at 4:24 PM, Denbow, Tammi <Tammi_Denbow@spe.sony.com>
wrote:

Hi Monica. 
 
I’m on my way back from a meeting, but 3 should work, as long as you’re
not driving. For safety reasons, I don’t conduct business conversations
when either party is behind the wheel.  
 
Thanks,
 
Tammi
 
 
 

From: Monica Rial <monicarial@yahoo.com>
Sent: Wednesday, February 20, 2019 2:12 PM
To: Denbow, Tammi
Subject: Re: Confidential Discussion 
 
Hi Tammi, 
 
      I just left the studio so I can give you a call at 3pm if that works.

Thank you,
~ Monica Rial ~

On Feb 20, 2019, at 2:46 PM, Denbow, Tammi
<Tammi_Denbow@spe.sony.com> wrote:

Hi, Monica.
 
I need to speak to you regarding a new matter brought to
my attention.  I’m providing my current availability in Pacific
time zone, but it is subject to change.  We shouldn’t need
more than 30 minutes, but it’s best if we schedule a time
when we are both assured of privacy on our respective ends
of the call.  Please respond with a time when you will be
available (keeping in mind the time difference) and I’ll
confirm.
 
Today 2/20          3-5:30 p.m. Pacific
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Thu 2/21              8:30 a.m. – 5 p.m. Pacific
Fri 2/22                 9:30 a.m. – 6 p.m. Pacific
 
I can also be available outside of our normal business hours
with 24 hours’ advance notice.  I look forward to speaking
with you soon,
 
Tammi
 
Tammi Denbow
Executive Director, P&O
Sony Pictures Entertainment
10202 West Washington Blvd.
Culver City, CA  90232
(310) 244-2907
Tammi_Denbow@spe.sony.com
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From: "Denbow, Tammi" <Tammi_Denbow@spe.sony.com>
Subject: Re: Concern about Vic and leaked information
Date: April 17, 2019 at 4:09:59 PM CDT
To: Monica Rial <monicarial@yahoo.com>
 
Hi, Monica. I’m doing well, thanks.
 
Thank you for bringing this to our attention. We have not disclosed information about the
investigation, and are unaware of how this individual might have obtained any information.
 
Tammi
 
 

From: Monica Rial <monicarial@yahoo.com>
Sent: Tuesday, April 16, 2019 7:00 PM
To: Denbow, Tammi
Subject: Concern about Vic and leaked information
 
Hello Tammi,
 
      I hope you’re doing well. I’m so sorry to bother you but something has come up that concerns
me. I don’t know if you’ve been following the circus online, but there is a YouTube lawyer in
Minnesota who has gained quite a following by talking about the Vic situation. I was thoroughly
confused when I checked my Twitter this morning and people were tweeting me pictures of jelly
beans. As it turns out, this YouTube lawyer somehow knew the story that I shared with you in the
investigation. I haven’t shared that with anyone so I’m concerned there may be a leak at Funimation
or perhaps Vic is giving him this information. Just so you recall, many years ago at a convention
someone handed Vic a jelly bean (or some candy), he asked me to sign it, which I did, and he then
ate it and said “Now I can tell everyone I ate Monica Rial.” This YouTube lawyer, Nick Rekeita, shared
this story and told his viewers that was why he was let go from Funimation. I normally don’t care
what this man has to say, but it really concerned me and I thought you should know.
 

Thank you,
~ Monica Rial ~
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· Feb 11Funimation @FUNimation
Everyone, we wanted to give you an update on the Vic Mignogna situation. 
Following an investigation, Funimation recast Vic Mignogna in Morose 
Mononokean Season 2. Funimation will not be engaging Mignogna in future 
productions.

3K 6.7K 20K

· Feb 11CleverFOXSOL @CleverFOXSOL
If Vic was fired then Monica should he as well. Since both are a cause of 
problems. Harassing fans. Both sides should be recasted. This way it's fair. 
Untill investigation is done. Seriously

39 105 2K

· Feb 11Monica Rial @Rialisms
There were multiple investigations with testimony, proof, evidence. 
Companies don’t cut ties without those things. However, that information is 
classified. I am one of dozens of men and women who participated. Stop 
harassing me.

248 79 1.5K
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All false testements, sure vic is an over friendly guy, but 
you all just join in for thr killing blow to make more 
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Everyone, we wanted to give you an update on the Vic Mignogna situation. 
Following an investigation, Funimation recast Vic Mignogna in Morose 
Mononokean Season 2. Funimation will not be engaging Mignogna in future 
productions.
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If Vic was fired then Monica should he as well. Since both are a cause of 
problems. Harassing fans. Both sides should be recasted. This way it's fair. 
Untill investigation is done. Seriously
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There were multiple investigations with testimony, proof, evidence. 
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That’s freedom of speech lady not harassment. In all 
honesty, you should be held accountable as well for 
causing such events. Doesn’t make what Vic may have 
potentially done right but it also doesn’t make your 
actions better when there’s proof of you telling others 
to harass him.
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· Feb 11Funimation @FUNimation
Everyone, we wanted to give you an update on the Vic Mignogna situation. 
Following an investigation, Funimation recast Vic Mignogna in Morose 
Mononokean Season 2. Funimation will not be engaging Mignogna in future 
productions.
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· Feb 11CleverFOXSOL @CleverFOXSOL
If Vic was fired then Monica should he as well. Since both are a cause of 
problems. Harassing fans. Both sides should be recasted. This way it's fair. 
Untill investigation is done. Seriously
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· Feb 11Monica Rial @Rialisms
There were multiple investigations with testimony, proof, evidence. 
Companies don’t cut ties without those things. However, that information is 
classified. I am one of dozens of men and women who participated. Stop 
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charged with a crime and right now it’s ur word against 
his why should I believe u after what happened to Chris 
Hardwick.
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Mononokean Season 2. Funimation will not be engaging Mignogna in future 
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If Vic was fired then Monica should he as well. Since both are a cause of 
problems. Harassing fans. Both sides should be recasted. This way it's fair. 
Untill investigation is done. Seriously
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· Feb 11Monica Rial @Rialisms
There were multiple investigations with testimony, proof, evidence. 
Companies don’t cut ties without those things. However, that information is 
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There are 2 reasons to have it classified.  
1 falls away since slander and libel only work in court if 
you are spreading a lie,as theres proof it apparently 
happend, there is no need to hide it out of that reason. 
 
The other would be that it had a nasty/er side for the 
opposition
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Everyone, we wanted to give you an update on the Vic Mignogna situation. 
Following an investigation, Funimation recast Vic Mignogna in Morose 
Mononokean Season 2. Funimation will not be engaging Mignogna in future 
productions.
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If Vic was fired then Monica should he as well. Since both are a cause of 
problems. Harassing fans. Both sides should be recasted. This way it's fair. 
Untill investigation is done. Seriously
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There were multiple investigations with testimony, proof, evidence. 
Companies don’t cut ties without those things. However, that information is 
classified. I am one of dozens of men and women who participated. Stop 
harassing me.
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Monica The fact that you can throw out harassment so 
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the first place. A man lost his job due to your claim yet 
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· Feb 11Funimation @FUNimation
Everyone, we wanted to give you an update on the Vic Mignogna situation. 
Following an investigation, Funimation recast Vic Mignogna in Morose 
Mononokean Season 2. Funimation will not be engaging Mignogna in future 
productions.
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If Vic was fired then Monica should he as well. Since both are a cause of 
problems. Harassing fans. Both sides should be recasted. This way it's fair. 
Untill investigation is done. Seriously

39 105 2K

· Feb 11Monica Rial @Rialisms
There were multiple investigations with testimony, proof, evidence. 
Companies don’t cut ties without those things. However, that information is 
classified. I am one of dozens of men and women who participated. Stop 
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ignorant loud mouth, you need to just learn when to 
keep your mouth shut. not everything needs to be on 
social media. and if you really are the "victim" you 
wouldn't to answer every damn negative thing people 
say
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Everyone, we wanted to give you an update on the Vic Mignogna situation. 
Following an investigation, Funimation recast Vic Mignogna in Morose 
Mononokean Season 2. Funimation will not be engaging Mignogna in future 
productions.
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If Vic was fired then Monica should he as well. Since both are a cause of 
problems. Harassing fans. Both sides should be recasted. This way it's fair. 
Untill investigation is done. Seriously
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· Feb 11Monica Rial @Rialisms
There were multiple investigations with testimony, proof, evidence. 
Companies don’t cut ties without those things. However, that information is 
classified. I am one of dozens of men and women who participated. Stop 
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· Feb 11Funimation @FUNimation
Everyone, we wanted to give you an update on the Vic Mignogna situation. 
Following an investigation, Funimation recast Vic Mignogna in Morose 
Mononokean Season 2. Funimation will not be engaging Mignogna in future 
productions.
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If Vic was fired then Monica should he as well. Since both are a cause of 
problems. Harassing fans. Both sides should be recasted. This way it's fair. 
Untill investigation is done. Seriously
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There were multiple investigations with testimony, proof, evidence. 
Companies don’t cut ties without those things. However, that information is 
classified. I am one of dozens of men and women who participated. Stop 
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· Feb 11Funimation @FUNimation
Everyone, we wanted to give you an update on the Vic Mignogna situation. 
Following an investigation, Funimation recast Vic Mignogna in Morose 
Mononokean Season 2. Funimation will not be engaging Mignogna in future 
productions.
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· Feb 11CleverFOXSOL @CleverFOXSOL
If Vic was fired then Monica should he as well. Since both are a cause of 
problems. Harassing fans. Both sides should be recasted. This way it's fair. 
Untill investigation is done. Seriously

39 105 2K

· Feb 11Monica Rial @Rialisms
There were multiple investigations with testimony, proof, evidence. 
Companies don’t cut ties without those things. However, that information is 
classified. I am one of dozens of men and women who participated. Stop 
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· Feb 11Funimation @FUNimation
Everyone, we wanted to give you an update on the Vic Mignogna situation. 
Following an investigation, Funimation recast Vic Mignogna in Morose 
Mononokean Season 2. Funimation will not be engaging Mignogna in future 
productions.
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· Feb 11CleverFOXSOL @CleverFOXSOL
If Vic was fired then Monica should he as well. Since both are a cause of 
problems. Harassing fans. Both sides should be recasted. This way it's fair. 
Untill investigation is done. Seriously

39 105 2K

· Feb 11Monica Rial @Rialisms
There were multiple investigations with testimony, proof, evidence. 
Companies don’t cut ties without those things. However, that information is 
classified. I am one of dozens of men and women who participated. Stop 
harassing me.
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There is no proof, no evidence, and most certainly no 
testimonies. You yourself state you won't go to the 
cops.
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· Feb 11Funimation @FUNimation
Everyone, we wanted to give you an update on the Vic Mignogna situation. 
Following an investigation, Funimation recast Vic Mignogna in Morose 
Mononokean Season 2. Funimation will not be engaging Mignogna in future 
productions.
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· Feb 11CleverFOXSOL @CleverFOXSOL
If Vic was fired then Monica should he as well. Since both are a cause of 
problems. Harassing fans. Both sides should be recasted. This way it's fair. 
Untill investigation is done. Seriously

39 105 2K

· Feb 11Monica Rial @Rialisms
There were multiple investigations with testimony, proof, evidence. 
Companies don’t cut ties without those things. However, that information is 
classified. I am one of dozens of men and women who participated. Stop 
harassing me.
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Companies can cut ties for any reason whatsoever, so 
that's already false. They fired Vic to save face here to 
just relieve the pressure from them to retain the peace 
within the community. And that's not harassment 
considering it's straight up facts and no slandering 
involved.
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No, there are actual laws preventing companies from firing employees 
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· Feb 11Funimation @FUNimation
Everyone, we wanted to give you an update on the Vic Mignogna situation. 
Following an investigation, Funimation recast Vic Mignogna in Morose 
Mononokean Season 2. Funimation will not be engaging Mignogna in future 
productions.
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If Vic was fired then Monica should he as well. Since both are a cause of 
problems. Harassing fans. Both sides should be recasted. This way it's fair. 
Untill investigation is done. Seriously

39 105 2K

· Feb 11Monica Rial @Rialisms
There were multiple investigations with testimony, proof, evidence. 
Companies don’t cut ties without those things. However, that information is 
classified. I am one of dozens of men and women who participated. Stop 
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· Feb 11Funimation @FUNimation
Everyone, we wanted to give you an update on the Vic Mignogna situation. 
Following an investigation, Funimation recast Vic Mignogna in Morose 
Mononokean Season 2. Funimation will not be engaging Mignogna in future 
productions.

3K 6.7K 20K

· Feb 11CleverFOXSOL @CleverFOXSOL
If Vic was fired then Monica should he as well. Since both are a cause of 
problems. Harassing fans. Both sides should be recasted. This way it's fair. 
Untill investigation is done. Seriously

39 105 2K

· Feb 11Monica Rial @Rialisms
There were multiple investigations with testimony, proof, evidence. 
Companies don’t cut ties without those things. However, that information is 
classified. I am one of dozens of men and women who participated. Stop 
harassing me.

248 79 1.5K

Don Diego
@goofydiego

Replying to   and @Rialisms @CleverFOXSOL @FUNimation

Lol you know that's not true. Many companies 
prematurely fire people because of fake outrage.  
Thanks for reminding the world why we shouldn't JUST 
BELIEVE.  
You should totally voice the princess bitch from shield 
hero. It's perfect for you.
11:17 AM · Feb 17, 2019 · Twitter Web App
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· Feb 11Funimation @FUNimation
Everyone, we wanted to give you an update on the Vic Mignogna situation. 
Following an investigation, Funimation recast Vic Mignogna in Morose 
Mononokean Season 2. Funimation will not be engaging Mignogna in future 
productions.

3K 6.7K 20K

· Feb 11CleverFOXSOL @CleverFOXSOL
If Vic was fired then Monica should he as well. Since both are a cause of 
problems. Harassing fans. Both sides should be recasted. This way it's fair. 
Untill investigation is done. Seriously

39 105 2K

· Feb 11Monica Rial @Rialisms
There were multiple investigations with testimony, proof, evidence. 
Companies don’t cut ties without those things. However, that information is 
classified. I am one of dozens of men and women who participated. Stop 
harassing me.

248 79 1.5K

Kanae Suzuki #IStandWithVic
@kjk2014rules

Replying to   and @Rialisms @CleverFOXSOL @FUNimation

Zero proof, so your word means shit. Vic is innocent 
until proven Guilty. Companies will fire anyone if one 
person has an issue, regardless of proof. its sickening 
#FireMonicaRial #IStandWithVic
5:51 PM · Feb 17, 2019 · Twitter Web Client
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· Feb 11Funimation @FUNimation
Everyone, we wanted to give you an update on the Vic Mignogna situation. 
Following an investigation, Funimation recast Vic Mignogna in Morose 
Mononokean Season 2. Funimation will not be engaging Mignogna in future 
productions.

3K 6.7K 20K

· Feb 11CleverFOXSOL @CleverFOXSOL
If Vic was fired then Monica should he as well. Since both are a cause of 
problems. Harassing fans. Both sides should be recasted. This way it's fair. 
Untill investigation is done. Seriously

39 105 2K

· Feb 11Monica Rial @Rialisms
There were multiple investigations with testimony, proof, evidence. 
Companies don’t cut ties without those things. However, that information is 
classified. I am one of dozens of men and women who participated. Stop 
harassing me.

248 79 1.5K

Thomas
@ThomasBlaBa

Replying to   and @Rialisms @CleverFOXSOL @FUNimation

Companies would easily drop an employee over 
allegations if it means avoiding a PR disaster and 
avoiding the risk of having a proven rapist, or whatever 
they did, employed. There are past examples of people 
losing their careers even after being proven innocent.
5:40 AM · Feb 17, 2019 · Twitter Web Client
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· Mar 11FiNiSH Random @itherealrandom
Replying to   and 2 others@ThomasBlaBa @Rialisms
You clearly don't know how business works at all

· Jul 25Blain20 @Blain20_
Replying to   and 2 others@ThomasBlaBa @Rialisms
And they will pay for it.
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· Feb 11Funimation @FUNimation
Everyone, we wanted to give you an update on the Vic Mignogna situation. 
Following an investigation, Funimation recast Vic Mignogna in Morose 
Mononokean Season 2. Funimation will not be engaging Mignogna in future 
productions.

3K 6.7K 20K

· Feb 11CleverFOXSOL @CleverFOXSOL
If Vic was fired then Monica should he as well. Since both are a cause of 
problems. Harassing fans. Both sides should be recasted. This way it's fair. 
Untill investigation is done. Seriously

39 105 2K

· Feb 11Monica Rial @Rialisms
There were multiple investigations with testimony, proof, evidence. 
Companies don’t cut ties without those things. However, that information is 
classified. I am one of dozens of men and women who participated. Stop 
harassing me.

248 79 1.5K

Cory Shwadlenak
@coryshwadlenak

Replying to   and @Rialisms @CleverFOXSOL @FUNimation

For some reason, people think that this is easy to talk 
about. 
 For the record, you have 100% of my support
2:48 PM · Jun 4, 2019 · Twitter Web App
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Replying to   and @coryshwadlenak @CleverFOXSOL @FUNimation
Thank you. 
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· Jun 4Nick @nsm0220
Monica I have your back these people just do not know how investigations 
work you are brave person and I'm sorry this happened to you I'll do 
anything I can to help you get through these rough times
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  CAUSE NO. 141-307474-19 
 
VICTOR MIGNOGNA, § IN THE DISTRICT COURT 
 Plaintiff, § 
  § 
v.  § 
  § 141st JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
FUNIMATION PRODUCTIONS, LLC, § 
JAMIE MARCHI, MONICA RIAL, § 
AND RONALD TOYE, § 
 Defendants § TARRANT COUNTY, TEXAS 
 

UNSWORN DECLARATION OF CHRISTOPHER SLATOSCH 
 

On this day, Christopher Slatosch stated as follows: 

1. My name is Christopher Slatosch, and I live in Ector County, Texas.  I am 
over the age of eighteen years and competent to make this Declaration.  I 
have personal knowledge of the facts stated in this Declaration, and these 
facts are true and correct. 

 
2. I and my company, Silvrfire LLC (“Silvrfire”) are owners of Kameha 

Con, an anime convention. 
 

3. The agreement attached as Exhibit A was a binding contract between 
Silvrfire and Victor Joseph Mignogna (“Vic”), providing for his 
appearance at Kameha Con on April 12-14, 2019. This agreement was 
executed in July of 2018. 

 
4. The listed date for Kameha Con is incorrect in the Agreement; it should 

have been April 12-14, 2019, but both parties understood. 
 

5. Monica Rial (“Rial”) was also scheduled to appear at Kameha Con on 
April 12-14, 2019. 

 
6. From February, 2019 through April 11, 2019, I had several conversations 

with Ronald Toye (“Toye”) and Rial by telephone and numerous text 
message conversations with Toye. Exhibit B is a true and accurate copy of 
the text messages exchanged between us. 

 
7. In these conversations, Toye repeatedly asserted that Vic was a sexual 

predator and that criminal charges would soon be filed against Vic. Toye 
urged me repeatedly to terminate Vic’s appearance. I told him that this 
would breach the contract with Vic. He urged me to do it anyway, 
emphasizing that criminal charges would be filed before April 12-14, 2019. 
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8. In these conversations, Toye also encouraged me to not do business with 
Vic in the future. 

 
9. I participated in a telephone conversation with Rial in which she 

repeatedly asserted that Vic was a sexual predator and that criminal 
charges would soon be filed against him. She also implied (and I inferred) 
that she would convince numerous other voice actors to cancel their 
appearances at Kameha Con. I heard Toye in the background talking to 
her and she periodically responded in agreement with him. 

 
10. Termination of multiple appearances at the last minute would have 

severely threatened the profitability of Kameha Con. 
 

11. Her threat turned out to be credible, since a number of the voice actors she 
claimed to have influence over ultimately did cancel their appearances. 

 
12. Rial and Toye were aware that a contract had been executed between 

Silvrfire and Vic because I informed both of them of that fact and they 
repeatedly urged me to have Silvrfire breach the contract. 

 
13. Toye also clearly implied that his company would withdraw a promised 

sponsorship (worth approximately $25,000) if Silvrfire did not breach its 
contract with Vic. The sponsorship ultimately did not materialize. 

 
14. Silvrfire did breach its contract with Vic by cancelling his appearance. 

After being threatened with litigation from Vic’s counsel, and after long 
negotiations and legal expenses, Silvrfire agreed that Vic could attend 
Kameha Con under numerous restrictions that were not part of the 
original agreement and that were not imposed on other guests, including 
Vic paying for additional security, not participating in panel discussions, 
signing in a different location from the other guests, etc. 

 
15. As a result of this compromise, a number of the voice actors Rial 

mentioned cancelled their appearances. 
 

16. In summary, Rial and Toye individually and jointly, told me that Vic was 
a sexual predator who would be criminally charged before Kameha Con 
and they urged me to breach the contract with Vic. They threatened to 
lead a boycott of Kameha Con and they threatened to withdraw 
significant sponsorship money that had been promised unless Silvrfire 
breached its contract with Vic. Finally, they urged me to never do business 
with Vic in the future. 
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Christopher Slatosch, Declarant 

Jurat 
(Sensitive Information Redacted Per T.R.C.P. 21) 

My name is Christopher Slatosch, my date of birth is xx/xx/xxxx, and my address is xxxx 
xx xxxx xxx, xxxxxx, xxxxx, xxxxx and USA. 

I declare  under  penalty  of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. 

Executed in Ector County, State of Texas, on the 2nd day of September, 2019. 

Christopher Slatosch 
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SILVRFIRE LLC | ODESSA,TX 79762 | 432-653-6511 | CHRIS@SILVRFIRE.COM 

Confidential Contract between “SILVRFIRE LLC” and “Guest” for 
Personal and/or Autograph Appearance (Hereafter referred to as the“Agreement”) 

 
I. General 

This document and all identified and attached Appendices constitute 
an agreement between Guest and SilvrFire LLC. 

 

Guest Information : 
 Full Legal Name:  
 DOB:  
 Email:  
 Airline AA#, SkyMiles#, Rapid Rewards#: 
 TSA#:  
 Departing Airport:  
 Signature Price: 
 Table Side Photo Op Price:  

 
1.1 This Agreement shall be governed by the laws of the state of Texas. In the event of any conflict, 
inconsistency, or incongruity between the provisions of any attached Appendices, the provisions of this 
Agreement shall govern and control. 
 
1.2 Silvrfire, by virtue of this Agreement, agrees to conduct the: 
 

 Event:  
 Dates:  
 Venue: 
 City, State:  

 
1.3 ______________________________will be the Guest’s representative and agent for purposes of 
facilitating this Agreement in all respects. 
 
1.4 It is understood that this Agreement is binding on both parties. It cannot be altered or changed unless 
agreed to, in writing, by SilvrFire and Guest and/or SilvrFire LLC and Agent. No oral representation, 
warranty, condition, or agreement of any kind or nature whatsoever shall be binding unless specifically 
incorporated into this Agreement. 

DocuSign Envelope ID: 76C2B61F-E3E9-4087-B3CF-383310B5AA26
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1.5 Silvrfire will not announce Guest until this agreement is fully executed unless otherwise agreed upon 
in writing by SilvrFire and Guest/Representative. 
 

II. Financial and Related Arrangements by Promoter 
 
SilvrFire agrees to provide Guest with the following: 
 
2.1 __________US Dollars (hereafter referred to as the “Guarantee”) will be paid to Guest: 
 
2.1 (a) The Guarantee represents a draw against autograph, merchandise, photo opportunity and Meet & 
Greet sales made at the Event during autograph sessions at the signing table (such sales hereafter 
referred to as the “Proceeds”) at Silvrfire’s Event; 
 
2.1 (b) Silvrfire guarantees Guest the total amount of the Guarantee whether or not the Proceeds actually 
reach such amount; 
 
2.1 (c) Should Guest’s proceeds not reach the amount of sales necessary to equal or surpass the 
Guarantee, Silvrfire will purchase autographs the difference in such amount needed to bring the total 
amount of proceeds to the guarantee. 
 
2.1 (d) Guest will retain 100% of all Proceeds collected during Event and at the end of each day the 
Agent/assigned SilvrFire Handler will report the total amount of proceeds collected during the Event to 
Silvrfire Staff after a tally of the daily sales has been completed 
 
II. (A) Photo-Ops  
 
2.2 If SilvrFire and Guest agree in writing, SilvrFire may offer professional photo opportunities with Guest 
for $50 for each photo taken. 
 
2.2 (a) Of the for each photo taken, Guest will receive $25 and Photographer and SilvrFire will divide the 
remaining however they may agree; Guest amount will count toward guarantee, when guarantee is 
applicable.  
 
2.2 (b) Photographer will supply 8” x 10” photographs. 
 
II. (B) Meet & Greets 
 
2.2 (c) Guest agrees to participate in at least (1) one Meet & Greet during scheduled hours of 
appearance. Guest will receive combo price of autograph and signature. The remaining will be spit 
between promoter, artist and signature verification company.  
 

DocuSign Envelope ID: 76C2B61F-E3E9-4087-B3CF-383310B5AA26
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2.2 (d) Meet & Greets will be presold and guest will receive Meet & Greet purchases upon arrival to the 
event.  
 
2.2 (e) Meet & Greet amount paid out to guest will count toward guarantee is applicable. 
 
2.2 (d) If Meet & Greet is scheduled, it will be cleared with Guest upon signing. Schedule will be set at 
least 30 days before the event and included in guest itinerary.  
 
 

II. (C) Travel/Lodging/Misc. Arrangements  
 
2.3 Promoter will provide one Economy Airfare for Guest: (1) Economy round-trip airfare when available 
from for Guest. Guest must approve all flight arrangements in advance of Promoter’s purchase. Please 
note the following:  
 
2.3 (a) Confirmed flight itineraries and/or tickets for Guest must be received by SilvrFire no later than 30 
days prior to the first day of the Event;  
 
2.3 (b) If SilvrFire does not receive confirmed flight itineraries and/or tickets for Guest no later than 30 
days prior to the first day of the Event, Guest may consider this contract null and void. 
 
2.3 (c) SilvrFire will provide transportation or hotel shuttle service for Guest. This transportation will be 
scheduled for airport/hotel/venue throughout the length of the event.  
 
2.3 (d) SilvrFire will provide 1 hotel room for Guest. Hotel room will be at least a three star rating or 
higher. 
 
2.3(e) SilvrFire will only cover room charges and taxes. All incidental charges (ex. phone calls, room 
service, pay per view) are the guest’s responsibility. Guest will be required to place card on file for 
incidentals upon arrival. 
2.3 (f) Promoter will provide Guest with $60 US Dollars per diem for three (3) days, for a total of $180 payable in cash 
immediately upon Guest’s arrival at Event city. Access to Event Green Room will also be provided to Guest and guest only. 
Handlers, agents or representatives will not be allowed to access guest green room.  
 
 
 

 
III. Guest’s Responsibility 
The Guest is responsible to provide the following: 
 

DocuSign Envelope ID: 76C2B61F-E3E9-4087-B3CF-383310B5AA26
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3.1 Guest will attend the SilvrFire’s Event as a guest. Guest will appear at selected times throughout the 
Event but no earlier than 10 AM and no later than 7 PM unless otherwise agreed to in writing by Guest 
and/or SilvrFire. 
 
3.2 Guest will attend at least one discussion session for no more than 60 minutes each day, over the 3 
day event (said day, time, title of panel/Q&A/discussion and other panelist to be agreed upon in writing by 
Guest and/or Agent prior to printing of the Event program or internet/website publication) unless otherwise 
agreed upon in writing by Guest and/or Agent; 
 
3.3 Subject to Guest’s written approval and availability, Guest will participate in a maximum of 2 pre-
arranged media and promotional activities for Event to be arranged by Promoter and approved by Guest 
before Guest arrival. 
 
3.4 Guest agrees not to appear at another event within 50 miles of SilvrFire’s event within 60 days before 
or after the Event date.  
 
3.5 Guest will use their best efforts to promote their appearance through social media and other viable 
means available to the guest.  
  
3.6 Guest will provide all photos and merchandise for all autograph sessions.  
 
3.7 Guest will provide 30 signed photos for SilvrFire. 
 

IV. Cancellation 
It is agreed that both parties are to make their “best efforts” in order to attend and/or present at the 
Event as scheduled. In addition: 
 
4.2 Once Guest has been advertised or promoted, in any way, to appear at Event, neither SilvrFire nor 
Guest may change the parameters of this Agreement or cancel Guest’s appearance for any reason other 
than as outlined in section 4.3 & 4.4; however neither party shall be in breach of this Agreement if here 
is any total or partial failure of performance by it of its duties and obligations under this Agreement 
occasioned by any act of God, fire, act of government or state, criminal act of any third party, war, civil 
commotion, insurrection, act of terrorism, embargo, labor disputes of whatever nature, adverse weather 
conditions, event cancelation and any other reason beyond the control of either party. If either party is 
unable to perform its duties and obligations under this Contract as a direct result of the effect of one of 
those reasons, that party shall give written notice to the other of the inability which sets out full details of 
the reasons therefore. Providing substantial proof of reason. 
 
4.3 Guest shall not be liable for failure to appear, present, or perform, if such failure is caused by or due 
to the disability or illness or accident of Guest or Guest’s immediate family member, or for any total or 
partial failure of performance by Guest of Guest’s duties and obligations under this Agreement occasioned 
by any act of God, fire, act of government or state, criminal act of any third party, war, civil commotion, 
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insurrection, act of terrorism, embargo, labor disputes of whatever nature, adverse weather conditions, and 
any other reason beyond the control of either party. If either party is unable to perform its duties and 
obligations under this Contract as a direct result of the effect of one of those reasons, that party shall 
give written notice to the other of the inability which sets out full details of the reasons therefore. Once 
notification of Guest’s cancellation is given to SilvrFire, SilvrFire will immediately cease all advertising and 
promotion of Guest’s appearance. An announcement of Guest’s cancellation must be placed in any and all 
of Guests and SilvrFire’s websites promoting appearance within 24 hours of notification. Any advertising or 
promoting of Guest’s appearance will be removed from SilvrFire's Event website within 24 hours of 
notification of cancellation of Guest’s appearance. In addition to the reasons for Guest’s cancellation 
described herein, Guest may also cancel appearance if required to be in attendance for film and/or 
television work or other professional obligations of work that may fall outside the entertainment industry. 
Guest will provide detailed description of how it interferes with appearance. 
4.4 Guest may not cancel appearance at Event to attend another autograph appearance unless Guest is 
contractually obligated to a studio for an upcoming film or television appearance. 
 

V. Miscellaneous 
Please note the following miscellaneous provisions of this Agreement: 
 
5.2 The failure or forbearance by either party on any occasion to insist upon the full performance of the 
terms, conditions and provisions of the Agreement shall not thereby constitute a waiver of such breach or 
an acceptance of any variation of the Agreement. 
 
5.3 This executed Agreement supersedes all prior agreements, written or oral, between SilvrFire and 
Guest and shall constitute the entire Agreement and understanding between the parties with respect to 
the subject matter hereof. The Agreement and each of its provisions shall be binding upon the parties 
and may not be waived, modified, amended or altered except by a writing signed by Guest and SilvrFire. 
 
5.4 No permission is given for the disclosure of any term or provision of this Agreement to any third 
party. If made known that this provision has been breached, SilvrFire LLC reserves the right to nullify this 
contract in its entirety.  
 
5.5 Agent and Guest agree that, unless otherwise provided by mutual agreement in writing, all 
communications by, among or between SilvrFire, Guest and Agent concerning the Event, arrangements for 
the Event, this Agreement (including any Appendices hereto), and/or any of the terms of this Agreement 
are confidential and shall not be disclosed, shared, or communicated to any person or entity other than 
SilvrFire, Guest or Agent. 
 

VI. Signatures 
Once this Agreement has been signed by a SilvrFire LLC Representative, the Guest has seven (7) 
business days to sign and return the fully executed agreement or this agreement may be considered 
null & void. By signing this Agreement, I confirm that I have read and agree to all terms and 
conditions stated above: 
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“SilvrFire Representative”: 
 
________________________________________ 
 
Date: _________________ 
 
By signing this Agreement, I confirm that I have read and agree to all terms and 
conditions stated above: 
 

“GUEST”: 
 
________________________________________ 
 

Date: __________________ 
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10:04 G@ @l;§J ct® ··· -4.�;.,11I 12%1 

< (469) 623-6677 
10:49 AM, Jan 1 O 

Hey bud, sorry my schedule is insane. I am sure 
it's too late to sponsor the event but I wanted 
to see if there is a possibility of having a vendor 
booth? Sizable section. :) could we do a call or 
an online meeting? I would have my business 
partner on the call so there wouldn't be delays 
in communication. Also, this is Ron Toye if my 
number isn't saved in your phone :) 

al 
Copy text Share 

Ill 0 < 

10:05 G@ @l;§J ct® ··· -4.�;.,11I 12%1 

< 

e 

e 

(469) 623-6677 \. Q 

Yes :) that sounds great. Let 
me talk with Andy. I am good 
for a call at 7-Bpm today but I 
would like to get us all on a call 
together. He is in a meeting but 
I will shoot you the times once 
I get with him but for sure I am 
good at 7-8 today if you are 
available 11:55AM 

Friday, January 11, 2019 

Sorry about missing the call 
I had a client whose had an 
issue with their closing and 
the realtor was blowing me up. 
I am meeting with Andy at 5 
and I will update you soon. My 
email is rto�e@fairwa�mc.com 
if you would like to email me the 
packages:) 3:40PM 

5:7 8 PM ff iii 

Tuesday, January 22, 2019 

Hey wondering how the meeting 
went. Was kind of waiting to sena 
that over til you got a confirm. LeW 

+ �nter message 

Ill 0 < 

1 o:os e @ @ l;§J ct @ 

< Me 

11 :12 AM, Jan 10 

All good man! We are actually just wrapping up 
our sponsor pushes. So you still have time there. 
Plus if you are wanting to set up something 
promotional it would need to be done in that 
format vs being on the floor with dragon ball 
merch. We have a packet for it I can send over, I 
think we can make it worth the time for you and 
your partners. Whens a good time to talk? 

al 
Copy text Share 

Ill 0 < 

10:06 G@ @l;§J ct® ··· -4.�;.,11I 12%1 

< (469) 623-6677 

12:04PM 

Hey wondering how the meeting 
went. Was kind of waiting to send 
that over til you got a confirm. Let 
me know! Thanks! 

e Sorry about that. It's been intense 
here. Also, with the Vic thing we 
might not be able to sponsor this 
year with him being a guest. I will 
get everything lined up and keep 
you posted. Because we want to 
work with you either now or in 
the future we just need to make 
sure we don't get caught up in a 

Iii View all > 12:22 PM 

12:28 PM 

So you are saying the internet her 
say is causing you to with hold 
sponsorship? Just what to be 
clear. 

e It's not just the internet. He 
assaulted 3 close friends of mine 
and 1 additional person that's 
even closer but I can't say much 
because here is an investigation 
going on. This will get ugly so we 
are talking with our legal team to 

+ �nter message 

Ill 0 < 
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< (469) 623-6677 
12:22 PM, Jan 22 

Sorry about that. It's been intense here. Also, with 
the Vic thing we might not be able to sponsor this 
year with him being a guest. I will get everything 
lined up and keep you posted. Because we want 
to work with you either now or in the future we 
just need to make sure we don't get caught up in 
a mess when all this goes down with him. 

al 
Copy text Share 
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< (469) 623-6677 
12:31 PM, Jan 22 

It's not just the internet. He assaulted 3 close 
friends of mine and 1 additional person that's 
even closer but I can't say much because here 
is an investigation going on. This will get ugly so 
we are talking with our legal team to see if there 
could be any fall out if we are sponsoring an 
event with him in attendance. 

al <: 
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< (469) 623-6677 

12:28 PM 

So you are saying the internet her 
say is causing you to with hold 
sponsorship? Just what to be 
clear. 

e It's not just the internet. He 
assaulted 3 close friends of mine 
and 1 additional person that's 
even closer but I can't say much 
because here is an investigation 
going on. This will get ugly so we 
are talking with our legal team to 
see if there could be any fall out 
if we are sponsoring an event wit 

13 View all > 12:37 PM 

12:37 PM 

And by it "all goes down" is there 
something I should know? 

e They came forward 
12:37 PM 

12:32PM 

I can tell you now, based on our 
contracts. If he has people step 
forward and/or charges he will be 
dropped. 

a All I can say is there is an active 9 

+ !Enter message .. 
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< (469) 623-6677 \. Q 

12:37 PM 

And by it "all goes down" is there 
something I should know? 

e They came forward 
12:37 PM 

12:32 PM 

I can tell you now, based on our 
contracts. If he has people step 
forward and/or charges he will be 
dropped. 

e All I can say is there is an active 
investigation going on but just 
know 3 very very close friends of 
mine and Monica came forward 
and the last person, I will let her 
speak for herself but it's legit. 
Not trying to cause drama but 
just wanted to let you know 

•�I•• 

where we stand 
12:32 PM 

e Don't say anything please, but one 
of those who are coming forward 
is Monica. She was uneasy being 
there with him but wouldn't let the 
fans down but her agents are con-
tacting all cons they are booked at 
and letting them know she won't 9 
be there if he is. The other another 

+ �nter message .. •�I•• 
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< (469) 623-6677 
12:34 PM, Jan 22 

Don't say anything please, but one of those who 
are coming forward is Monica. She was uneasy 
being there with him but wouldn't let the fans 
down but her agents are contacting all cons they 
are booked at and letting them know she won't 
be there if he is. The other another voice actors 
girlfriend, and the two twins who lived with me. 

al 
Copy text Share 
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e Most of the assaults happened 
at conventions. 12:38 PM 

12:40PM 

Is there a way Monica can speak 
with me off record? She gave 
me her number, but if she has 
concerns is love to address them 
trust me we won't be standing idle. 

12:38PM. 

Aside from that, I wouldn't let that 
stop you from reaching our market 
or utilizing our reach. Once all that 
comes out, he will be removed 
without hesitation. On top of that 
we are on a deadline to push 
promotion. So when you meet with 
your team let them know that. 

e Wait on her. I will ask her to reach 
out to you. She doesn't know I 
told you anything. 12:56 PM 

e Excellent. That helps.:) I will talk 
to Monica tonight and set up a 
call. I will let her know I talked 
with you about sponsoring the 
� .. �-.. �-..J -.. �~-~��-~ ... : .. i.. ,,:~ 
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and letting them know she won't 
be there if he is. The other another 
voice actors girlfriend, and 

Iii View all 

Cons have already started 
backing out. 

> 

12:34PM 

12:35 PM friii,i-¥49 
He doesn't know who is coming 
to the front with these issues 
but that's why I need you not to 
say anything because it can hurt 
Sony's investigation and the legal 
investigation 

I will get a list for you. 12:3sPM 

Please do. From a legal stand 
point I can be sued without 
probably conduct or legal issues. 

Makes sense. I will. We have 
time before your con it's coming 
quick but this stuff will probably 
pop before. 

� 
12:3 M 

+ Enter message 
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< (469) 623-6677 
2:23 PM, Jan 22 

Excellent. That helps. :) I will talk to Monica 
tonight and set up a call. I will let her know I 
talked with you about sponsoring the event and 
my concerns with Vic. She will more than likely 
bring up the actual documented cases naturally, 
just please don't let her know I told you without 
her permission. :) you guys are awesome and this 
year is going to be amazing! 

Copy text Share 
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< (469) 623-6677 Q 

2:28 PM 

7:15PM 

Not a problem. And thanks! The 
last thing we'd want is anyone 
feeling uncomfortable at an event 
we hold, that goes from talent 
to the attendees. I do very much 
appreciate you letting me know, 
and I'll be sure to have fresh ears 
during our conversation about the 
topic. Thanks Ron! 

Friday, February 1, 2019 

Hey! So currently Vic is not 
attending. Can you have Monica 
call me if possible? Thank you. 

e I can call tomorrow. She is in 
Houston recording. You made the 
right call not having him out. 7:18PM 

7:37 PM 

.. 

Based on what we've seen we think 
so. Our decision was based on the 
potential of his past victims being 
VAs. We are also taking a ton of 
heat so I just want to make sure 
those allegations you brought to 
me are seriously being acted upon. 

+ Enter message 
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e I can call tomorrow. She is in Houston 
recording. You made the right call not 
having him out. 7:18PM 

7:37 PM 

Based on what we've seen we think so. 
Our decision was based on the potential 
of his past v1ct1ms being VAs We are also 
taking a ton of heat so I just want to make 
sure those allegations you brought to me 
are seriously being acted upon 

e I promise it's true. VAs and staff. I will 
see if Ian would feel comfortable telling 
you his story of someone extremely 
close to him getting assaulted by Vic 7:32 PM 

8:09 PM 

I don't doubt it at all, just makes 1t easier 
when the voices are louder. Especially for 
these young women who are stepping up. 
People think this guy is a hero 

Again thank you for all your help with this 
and being open in sharing It's certainly 

8:15PM 

a big deal in my eyes you were willing to 
reach out 

e You're welcome. I know it is tough but 
he is a predator. He can be really nice at 
times but when he gets upset he can be 
a terror and the other obvious thing is 
the sexual harassment stuff 

+ �nter message 
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  CAUSE NO. 141-307474-19 
 
VICTOR MIGNOGNA, § IN THE DISTRICT COURT 
 Plaintiff, § 
  § 
v.  § 
  § 141st JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
FUNIMATION PRODUCTIONS, LLC, § 
JAMIE MARCHI, MONICA RIAL, § 
AND RONALD TOYE, § 
 Defendants § TARRANT COUNTY, TEXAS 
 

UNSWORN DECLARATION OF VICTOR MIGNOGNA 
 

I, VICTOR MIGNOGNA, hereby execute this Unsworn Declaration and state as 

follows: 

1. My name is Victor Mignogna and I live in Tarrant County, Texas.  I am 
over the age of eighteen years and competent to make this Declaration.  I 
have personal knowledge of the facts stated in this Declaration, and these 
facts are true and correct. 
 

2. I have never sexually assaulted or sexually harassed anyone or attempted 
to do so. 

 
3. I have never physically assaulted any woman or attempted to do so. 

 
4. I have never forced (or attempted to force) anyone to kiss me, hug me, or 

engage in any sexual activities. 
 

5. I have never fondled, kissed without consent, or otherwise inappropriately 
had contact with underage people or adults. 

 
6. I have never inappropriately touched, rubbed, stroked, struck any female 

fans, guests, staff or acquaintances. 
 

7. I have never had sexual contact with anyone without their consent. 
 

8. I have never attempted to sexually assault, sexually harass, touch 
inappropriately, or have any nonconsensual contact with Monica Rial or 
Jamie Marchi. 
 

9. I have read Jamie Marchi’s July 18, 2019 affidavit, attached as Exhibit A 
to her Motion to Dismiss. I have (a) never grabbed her hair and pulled it 
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down; (b) never whispered sexually suggestive or violent statements to 
her; and (c) never pressed my lips to ears, as as she claims in the affidavit. 
 

10. Tammi Denbow contacted me on January 25, 2019. She stated she was an 
executive with Sony and and advised me that she wanted to interview me 
by phone about several allegations that had been reported against me. We 
discussed the three allegations below: 
 
a. An accusation that, at an anime convention, I ate a jellybean thrown 

at me by Monica Rial in a sexually suggestive manner. I did not eat 
the jellybean in a sexually suggestive manner; I made no sexually 
suggestive comments; and no one, including Monica Rial appeared to 
interpret the action and comments as being sexual in nature. I told this 
to Tammi Denbow. 
 

b. An accusation that I invited two adult females (who had flirted with 
me numerous times over the previous year) to my hotel room at an 
anime convention, then sexually harassed or assaulted them. I did not 
sexually harass or assault them. I expressed romantic interest in them, 
they declined and left the room. I did not harass, intimidate or pressure 
them in any way. I told this to Tammi Denbow. 
 

c. An accusation that I kissed a Funimation Productions, LLC 
(“Funimation”) employee, Sarah Bachmeyer, without her consent, in 
her office. I did share a single, consensual kiss with her. There was no 
coercion or lack of consent. I told this to Tammi Denbow. 

 
11. Immediately after this conversation, I emailed Tammi Denbow about the 

investigation. The emails attached as Exhibit A are true and correct 
versions of the emails we exchanged. 
 

12. Before the consensual kiss in her office at Funimation, Sara Bachmeyer 
and I had corresponded via text, phone calls and in person for at least a 
year or more. I regularly stopped by her office while in the studio 
recording just to say hi. She appeared to welcome my interest in her and 
appeared to be interested in me. Eventually asked to kiss her, and she 
agreed. We only kissed that one time. In the years since the kiss, she has 
never expressed any outrage or anger to me. 
 

13. Tammi Denbow did not mention or ask me about any other incidents. In 
particular, she did not mention or ask about the purported attempted 
sexual assault in 2007 against Monica Rial (alleged by Monica Rial in her 
affidavit), nor did she mention any of the alleged hair-pulling incidents 
asserted by Monica Rial and Jamie Marchi. 
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14. I was assured by Tammi Denbow that the investigation and its results 
would be kept confidential. 

 
15. I was informed by telephone on Saturday January 26, 2019 or Monday 

January 28, 2019 that I had been terminated by Funimation. 
 

16. By mid-January, 2019, I had valid contracts with dozens of conventions to 
appear as a guest in 2019. At least a dozen cancelled my appearance by 
the time I filed this lawsuit and they are listed in my Amended Petition. 
Emerald City Comic Con, Fan Expo Toronto, Fan Expo Orlando (aka 
MegaCon) and Planet Comic Con also cancelled my appearances, despite 
having contracts with me to appear. 

 
17. I have appeared at a number of conventions in 2019. They are listed 

below, along with the amounts I earned at each (all amounts rounded 
down to the nearest thousand dollars): 

 
a. Kamehacon - $37,000 
b. Savannah - $13,000 
c. Central PA - $5,000 
d. Puerto Rico - $11,000 
e. BakAnime - $5,000 
f. Anime Matsuri - $30,000 
g. Super World Con - $5,000 
h. Ireland - $12,000 
i. Liberty - $14,000 
j. Jacksonville NC - $12,000 
k. Bubba Fest - $17,000 

 
18. Five of the conventions that cancelled me were as large or larger than 

Anime Matsuri. These were: Emerald City Comic Con, Florida Super 
Con, Fan Expo Toronto, Fan Expo Orlando (aka MegaCon) and Planet 
Comic Con. It is reasonable to expect that I would have earned similar 
amounts at each of these conventions that I earned at Anime Matsuri 
($30,000), but I would have earned a minimum of $20,000 per convention 
because they were all larger in attendance than Anime Matsuri. I would 
have expected to earn at least $5,000 at each of the smaller conventions 
that cancelled my appearances, extrapolating from similar sized 
conventions that I did attend (i.e., the conventions listed in the previous 
paragraph other than Anime Matsuri). 
 

19. The owners or managers of the conventions that cancelled me all stated 
that the cancellation was due to the allegations of sexual assault being 
made by defendants. Several also mentioned the Funimation investigation 
as motivating the cancellation. 
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20. I have never been cancelled at a convention before 2019. 
 

21. I have no memory of anyone named Robin Michelle Blankenship or 
Robin Michelle Blankenship-McConnell and no memory of any of the 
events she described in her affidavit that was attached to Rial and Toye’s 
Motion to Dismiss. 

 
22. I have read the affidavit of Kara Edwards, attached to Rial and Toye’s 

Motion to Dismiss. I did not commit any of the improper acts she claims I 
did in the affidavit, such as knocking on her door repeatedly, huggng for 
an uncomfortably long time, saying things like “open the door; nobody 
has to know” or “you know you want this”, etc. I did not sexually assault 
her, I did not attempt to sexually assault her and I never engaged in any 
contact without her consent. 

 
23. I have read the affidavit of Lynn Hunt, attached to Rial and Toye’s 

Motion to Dismiss. I deny all improper conduct she claims I engaged in, 
including the specific allegations in paragraphs 3-9 of the affidavit. 

 
24. I have read the affidavit of Faisal Ahmed attached to Rial and Toye’s 

Motion to Dismiss. I deny all improper conduct he claims I engaged in, 
including being “overly friendly” with female cosplyers, behaving 
inappropriately with Erica McCord, Kelly Loftus or Leah Hamilton. 

 
25. I have read the affidavit of Mary Reese attached to Rial and Toye’s 

Motion to Dismiss. I deny all improper conduct she claims I engaged in, 
including manipulating and tricking young girls, being “demanding”, 
being a bully, being intentionally rude to her, grabbing Kara Edwards’ 
hair and forcefully pulling it back, demanding that Kara Edwards’ table be 
moved, etc. 

 
26. I have read the affidavit of Whitney Falba attached to Rial and Toye’s 

Motion to Dismiss. I deny all improper conduct she claims I engaged in, 
including being disrespectful to staff, inappropriately touching females, 
having underage female fans in my hotel room, etc. 

 
27. I have read the affidavit of Nesha Perry attached to Rial and Toye’s 

Motion to Dismiss. I deny all improper conduct she claims I engaged in, 
including stroking anyone’s leg without permission, and grabbing 
anyone’s hair and pull it back while whispering into their ear. 

 
28. I have read the affidavit of Emmett Plant attached to Rial and Toye’s 

Motion to Dismiss. I deny all improper conduct he claims I engaged in, 
including stroking anyone’s leg without permission, and grabbing 
anyone’s hair and pull it back while whispering into their ear. 
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29. I have read the affidavit of Adam Sheehan attached to Rial and Toye’s 
Motion to Dismiss. I deny all improper conduct he claims I engaged in, 
including “having [any] predatory tendencies”, kissing, touching or 
stroking female fans inappropriately, etc. 

 
30. I have read the affidavit of Kelly Loftus attached to Rial and Toye’s 

Motion to Dismiss. I deny that I ever “hit” on her. I also deny all 
improper conduct she claims I engaged in, including hugging, touching or 
kissing her without her consent or doing so  inappropriately. 

 
31. I have read the affidavit of John Prager attached to Rial and Toye’s 

Motion to Dismiss. I deny all improper conduct he claims I engaged in, 
including “stalking” or behaving inappropriately with Mari Iijima. Being a 
sexual predator, touching women inappropriately or without their 
consent. 

 
32. I have read the affidavits of Elizabeth Yost and Theresa Yost, attached to 

Rial and Toye’s Supplement to Motion to Dismiss. I deny that I touched 
either of them without consent or in any inappropriate way. I did invite 
them to my room (after they had flirted with me numerous times over the 
previous year), but when their made their lack of interest clear, I bid them 
goodbye and they left freely and peacefully. I did not ask them to do a 
strip tease show for me. I did not try to kiss either of them. I did not later 
express a desire to kiss them nor did I ever become angry with them. They 
never cried, teared up or acted afraid in my presence. 

 
33. As a result of the stress and anguish caused by Defendants, I have been 

diagnosed with depression and have been prescribed Zoloft. Zoloft was 
prescribed after the defamatory assertions by Defendants. 

 
34. I have never asked my fans to harass, attack or mistreat anyone. 

 
35. In late 2017, I walked into Coleen Clinkenbeard’s office and asked her 

why I was not cast more often. At the time, I was directing Juni Taisen. 
She told me that (a) they did not like casting people who weren’t local and 
(b) that some directors thought I was “difficult” because I occasionally 
requested additional takes even though the director was satisfied. She 
stated that there were no other concerns about my conduct and did not 
mention any reports of inappropriate conduct. I told Chuck Huber of this 
meeting. 

 
36. Until the January 25, 2019 communication with Tammi Denbow, I had 

never been reprimanded or questioned for any inappropriate conduct of 
any kind.  
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Victor Mignogna, Declarant 

 
 
 

Jurat 
(Sensitive Information Redacted Per T.R.C.P. 21) 

 
My name is Victor Mignogna, my date of birth is xx/xx/xxxx, and my address is xxxx xxxxxx 
xx, xxxxxxxxx, xxxxxxx xxxxxx, xxxxx xxxxx and USA. 
 
I declare  under  penalty  of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. 
 
Executed in Tarrant County, State of Texas, on the 2nd day of September, 2019. 
  
 
 

   
Victor Mignogna  
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DBZUK kamehouse @DBZUk_kamehouse · 5日
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Another amazing con appearance for Vic. 
 
It's always about THE FANS and the FANS show up for Vic. 
 
Thanks so much to @Savmegacomiccon!





返信先: @sparda1012さん、@gothicsushi2さん、他3人

DBZUK kamehouse @DBZUk_kamehouse
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6/20/2019 DBZUK kamehouse(@DBZUk_kamehouse)さん | Twitter

https://web.archive.org/web/20190615054808/https:/twitter.com/DBZUk_kamehouse/ 7/7

読み込みに時間がかかっているようです。
Twitterの処理能力の限界を超えているか、一時的な不具合が発生しています。やりなお

すか、Twitterステータスで詳細をご確認ください。

返信先: @sparda1012さん、@gothicsushi2さん、他3人

Out of EVERY guest we have ever had @vicmignogna had been one of the 
best! 
Not only that this years show was our best yet!  We will be writing an official 
review very soon!…

  17   126  838

DBZUK kamehouse @DBZUk_kamehouse · 6月14日
Do voice actors use there social media clout to bully and silence anyone who 
dare to speak out against there actions? #istandwithvic
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DBZUK kamehouse
@DBZUk_kamehouse
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2012年8月に登録

画像/動画

Twitterを使ってみよう
登録してあなただけのタイムラインを作りま

しょう

アカウント作成

こちらもおすすめです · 更新

Alex Williams 
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Graeme fisher 
@graemejfish

Kai Wong 
@chief888888

Mellie Destiny 
@MellieeeDestiny

cRzArthurxx 
@CArthurxx

DBZUK kamehouse @DBZUk_kamehouse · 5日
Before marchi even tweeted about it / made it public there was a lot said in that 
discord but the majority will still remain secret sadly .

このスレッドを表示



     

DBZUK kamehouse @DBZUk_kamehouse · 5日
I have no proof of it but there was a message she devil posted on the discord 
abount marchi's charity Gofundme .....

このスレッドを表示
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DBZUK kamehouse @DBZUk_kamehouse · 6日
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DBZUK kamehouse @DBZUk_kamehouse · 6日
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DBZUK kamehouse @DBZUk_kamehouse · 6日
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DBZUK kamehouse @DBZUk_kamehouse · 6日
so ill be in boxing prominent people in the #istandwithvic movement so they can 
get them in chronological order. also she devil is marchi just for context if thats 
needed

このスレッドを表示
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DBZUK kamehouse @DBZUk_kamehouse · 6日
here are the emails and screenshots i could find remnants of because remember 
i believe in the kickvic movement at the time so i wasn't taking screenshots 
people in the kickvic discord sent them to me . they might not upload in order 
#istandwithvic

このスレッドを表示
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DBZUK kamehouse @DBZUk_kamehouse · 6日
Making and Compiling screenshots now

このスレッドを表示



  3   2  7

DBZUK kamehouse @DBZUk_kamehouse · 6日
#IStandWithVic remember how I said I used to be part of kick vic and I was in a 
secret group with jaime marchi and Shane holmberg

このスレッドを表示
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DBZUK kamehouse @DBZUk_kamehouse · 6日
Did spike spencer just confirm my suspicions? Is this witch hunt built upon 
jealousy of a successful man? #istandwithvic



Did Spike spencer just confirm my suspicion of why all 
these voice actors are gunning for vic ? Is it out of 
jealousy?.  #istandwithvic 

このスレッドを表示

  1   1  5

DBZUK kamehouse @DBZUk_kamehouse · 6日
The irony is that the anime all these voice actors work on promote sexual 
harassment so they should consider a career change #istandwithvic
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 DBZUK kamehouseさんがリツイート

Boris Johnson  @BorisJohnson · 6日
Two years on from the devastating fire at Grenfell Tower, we stand with the 
families and friends of those who lost their lives. The most fitting tribute that our 
country can pay to the victims of Grenfell is to ensure that nothing like it ever 
happens again.
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 DBZUK kamehouseさんがリツイート

Rekieta Law: Speech is Free, but Lawyers Aren't @NickReki… · 6月14日
Another amazing con appearance for Vic. 
 
It's always about THE FANS and the FANS show up for Vic. 
 
Thanks so much to @Savmegacomiccon!





返信先: @sparda1012さん、@gothicsushi2さん、他3人
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読み込みに時間がかかっているようです。
Twitterの処理能力の限界を超えているか、一時的な不具合が発生しています。やりなお

すか、Twitterステータスで詳細をご確認ください。

返信先: @sparda1012さん、@gothicsushi2さん、他3人

Out of EVERY guest we have ever had @vicmignogna had been one of the 
best! 
Not only that this years show was our best yet!  We will be writing an official 
review very soon!…

  17   126  838

DBZUK kamehouse @DBZUk_kamehouse · 6月14日
Do voice actors use there social media clout to bully and silence anyone who 
dare to speak out against there actions? #istandwithvic
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2/19/2019 Jamie Marchi on Twitter: "Yes, I want his head. I want his balls. I want him to feel an ounce of the pain he's cause others and then fucking…

https://twitter.com/marchimark/status/1093375213927104512 1/1

Jamie Marchi
@marchimark

Voice Actor for vidja games/
anime. Podcast hostess with the
most ish. #ghoulintentions 
For convention appearances
contact
info@primetimeappearances.com
.



Dallas, yo.

imdb.com/name/nm1489841…

Joined August 2009
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40 Retweets 664 Likes

Jamie Marchi  
@marchimark

Replying to @AlishaNico @Rialisms

Yes, I want his head. I want his balls. I want 
him to feel an ounce of the pain he's cause 
others and then fucking choke on it. I want 
you to take his dick out of your ears so you 
can actually hear reality. But, you know, that's 
just me.
9:05 PM - 6 Feb 2019

 Follow 

  202   40  664 

 
   Tweet your reply

matthew naico @MatthewNaico · Feb 10
Replying to @marchimark @AlishaNico @Rialisms
Someone needs to chill and memeber this isn’t Salem 1692

This media may contain sensitive material. Your media settings are
configured to warn you when media may be sensitive.

View



    2  37 

Mr. Pickle @kurogale · Feb 9
Replying to @marchimark @AlishaNico @Rialisms
What is she on about?



  2   1  18 

matthew naico @MatthewNaico · Feb 10
Witch hunt mostly
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2/19/2019 Jamie Marchi on Twitter: "I stand with the victims. My experience is minor in comparison to many others; however, having realized this w…

https://twitter.com/marchimark/status/1094020618327150592 1/10

Jamie Marchi
@marchimark

Voice Actor for vidja games/ anime.
Podcast hostess with the most ish.
#ghoulintentions  For convention
appearances contact
info@primetimeappearances.com.



Dallas, yo.

imdb.com/name/nm1489841…

Joined August 2009

Born October 08

Tweet to Message

Photos and videos

 Pinned Tweet

Jamie Marchi  @marchimark · Jan 27
***2019 Convention Schedule*** 
SC Comicon, 3/9-10, Greenville 
TBA, 3/16-17 
Planet Comicon, 3/29-31, Kansas City 
TBA, 4/19-21 
TBA, 5/10-12 
GalaxyCon, 5/31-6/2, Richmond 
TBA, 6/7-9 
TBA, 7/13-14 
TBA, 8/23-25 
Incredible Con, 9/21-22, Charleston 
GalaxyCon, 11/8-10, Minneapolis



 

  127   12  169 

 Jamie Marchi Retweeted

krissy rose tico    @kriosphone · 22h
#ThisIsComicsGate 
 
Context: In January Donal spent 4 straight days making jokes about my mom's 
suicide. 
 
3 days ago was the anniversary of her death & 2 days ago was my birthday. 
Yesterday is the anniversary of my father telling me she was gone. 
twitter.com/DonalTDeLay/st…

This Tweet is unavailable.

Show this thread





  25   70  166 

Jamie Marchi  @marchimark · 18h
Jack's watching wrestling interviews... I don't know what they said, but he just 
shouted at the TV, "SHOULD IS A SHAME WORD!" 
 
Heh. He gets it.

 

  26   4  163 
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11.8K
Following

431
Followers
19.8K

Likes
18.7K Follow 

Home Moments Notifications Messages Search Twitter  Tweet



1,332 Retweets 5,003 Likes

Jamie Marchi  
@marchimark

I stand with the victims. My experience is 
minor in comparison to many others; 
however, having realized this wasn't an 
isolated incident, I felt compelled to share.

3:50 PM - 8 Feb 2019

 Follow 

  631   1.3K  5.0K 

 
   Tweet your reply

Shannon McCormick  @sadogre · Feb 8
Replying to @marchimark
Got yr back

 

     99 

Justin Briner  @justinbriner · Feb 8
Replying to @marchimark
Thank you for your courage. You inspire me to be stronger. 

 

  12   9  618 

1 more reply

J Michael Tatum @JMichaelTatum · Feb 8 
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3/5/2019 Jamie Marchi on Twitter: "Well, he's saying I'm lying, and I know that I'm telling the truth... which means he's lying... so I am, in fact, justifie…

https://twitter.com/marchimark/status/1103048097809219584 1/15

Jamie Marchi
@marchimark

Voice Actor for vidja games/ anime.
Podcast hostess with the most ish.
#ghoulintentions  For convention
appearances contact
info@primetimeappearances.com.



Dallas, yo.

imdb.com/name/nm1489841…

Joined August 2009

Born October 08

Tweet to Message

1 Follower you know

Photos and videos

See 3 new Tweets

Jamie Marchi  @marchimark · 28m
Replying to @Clouded_Nomad @EskimoFett and 3 others
Well, none of those people have contacted any of the victims. They decided we 
were liars based off their-I assume-own fears, and went about finding ways to 
discredit us. They are all the same. They get more clicks, and none of them 
actually care.

 

  2    1 

Jamie Marchi  @marchimark · 32m
Replying to @GamingArmyx @HADARAisCOOL and 2 others
Uh oh.. Now, you're attacking me personally. You're giving your angst away.

 

  2    2 

Jamie Marchi  @marchimark · 34m
Replying to @HADARAisCOOL @Karma68741583 and 3 others
Why do I need to have a civil conversation with people who support 
#blackfacelawyer and his clickbait narrative?

 

  4    1 

Jamie Marchi  @marchimark · 35m
Replying to @Clouded_Nomad @EskimoFett and 3 others
Are they attorneys? Do they have a code of ethics they are supposed to follow? 
Or is the "attorney" simply no better than kids looking for hot topic clicks?

 

  4    1 

Jamie Marchi  @marchimark · 39m
Replying to @kenneth92789573 @GamingArmyx and 2 others
Yes, go! Go to Natsu! Save him! Go, flee! Flee, now!

 

     1 

Jamie Marchi  @marchimark · 40m
Replying to @supermar1oultra @GamingArmyx and 2 others
I love the cyber attack spin You know the one you're using on my page while

 

Tweets  Tweets & replies  Media

Tweets
13K

Following
444

Followers
20.4K

Likes
21.2K Follow 

Home Moments Notifications Messages Search Twitter  Tweet

@NickRekieta is lying and people shouldn t believe him.

@NickRekieta is lying and people shouldn t believe him

  1    2 

1 Like

Jamie Marchi  
@marchimark

Replying to @GamingArmyx @JmgGarriga15 @DosWarrior

Well, he's saying I'm lying, and I know that I'm 
telling the truth... which means he's lying... so 
I am, in fact, justified in saying he's lying and 
people shouldn't believe him.
1:42 PM - 5 Mar 2019

 Follow 

  3    1 

 
   Tweet your reply

Supermarioultra @supermar1oultra · 44m
Replying to @marchimark @GamingArmyx @JmgGarriga15



  1    2 

Jamie Marchi  @marchimark · 39m
I love the cyber attack spin... You know, the one you're using on my page.. while 
harassing me... while mocking me.. to try and prove that I'm harassing people..

 

  1    3 

1 l
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5/15/2019 Jamie Marchi on Twitter: "I appreciate the support, but I am far from traumatized. I have an incredible life and consider myself immensely …

https://twitter.com/marchimark/status/1127949299478925314 1/2

Jamie Marchi
@marchimark

Voice Actor. Spicy . Podcast
hostess with the most ish.
#ghoulintentions  For
convention appearances contact
info@primetimeappearances.com
.



Dallas, yo.

imdb.com/name/nm1489841…

Joined August 2009
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Is This the End of the Sh*tty Media Men Lawsuit?
Moira Donegan’s legal team has served another motion to dismiss Stephen
Elliott’s defamation claim.
thecut.com

  25   18  84 

Phenomenal_BITW @BitwPhenomenal · May 8
Let me know how your defamation suit goes.



  3   1  34 

Jamie Marchi  @marchimark · May 9
Let me know how sixth grade goes next year.

 

  9   1  10 

Weebus The Gangsta Weeaboo @WeebusChrist · May 9
Hope Funimation pays you well, because that payout to Vic is gonna be huge.



  3   1  20 

Nick @nsm0220 · May 10
Can you guys just leave Jamie alone about the Vic incident please she's already 
been traumatized enough as it is



  5    2 

17 Likes

Jamie Marchi  
@marchimark

Replying to @nsm0220 @WeebusChrist @BitwPhenomenal

I appreciate the support, but I am far from 
traumatized. I have an incredible life and 
consider myself immensely blessed to have 
such a wonderful career and supportive 
group of friends and family. Cockroaches will 
be cockroaches, but they have no power over 
me.
7:50 AM - 13 May 2019

 Following 
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6/18/2019 Jamie Marchi @MyHairIsFullOfSecrets on Twitter: "Me: How does one further a tort? Jack: You gotta encourage it with a little piece of lett…

https://twitter.com/marchimark/status/1140836337723072512 1/5

Jamie Marchi
@MyHairIsFullOfSecrets

@marchimark

Voice Actor. Spicy . Podcast hostess
with the most ish. #ghoulintentions 
For convention appearances contact
info@primetimeappearances.com.



Dallas, yo.

imdb.com/name/nm1489841…

Joined August 2009

Born October 08

Tweet to Message

17 Followers you know

Photos and videos

Who to follow · Refresh · View all

Erica Mendez  @tsunder… 

Jamie Marchi @MyHairIsFullOfSecrets  @marchimark · 4h
Get your ghost story fix!!!

 

38 - A Tingling in the Spine: The Brown Lady and some 
Richmond, VA haunts! ghoulintentions.com/podcast/38-a-t
… 

  5   4  38 

Jamie Marchi @MyHairIsFullOfSecrets  @marchimark · 4h
Replying to @shane_holmberg
Oh shit.
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Ghoul Intentions @ghoulintent

Tweets
14.4K

Following
481

Followers
23K

Likes
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Home Moments Notifications
40

Messages Search Twitter  Tweet
Proof has come up of a private discord server showing Civil Conspiracy

  2    1 

Shane Holmberg  @shane_holmberg · 14h
For civil conspiracy one of the other defendants would have to be a member of 
it.



  1    7 

Kermit the God @KermTheUltimate · 14h
I can get the screenshots quickly. It showed all the people in it some of them 
being Defendants.



  1    

Shane Holmberg  @shane_holmberg · 14h
In that discord only one of the defendants was a member. So much for civil 
conspiracy.



  3    6 

AMVAlchemist61 @AMVAlchemist61 · 12h
By that "logic" suing for civil conspiracy in a lawsuit with only 1 defendant is 
impossible.  
It doesn't matter who any of the defendants conspired with to further a tort for 
there to be Civil conspiracy, only that they conspired with 1 or more other people 
to further a tort.



  1    

Shane Holmberg  @shane_holmberg · 12h
Exactly you would have to proof that one member conspired with someone else. 
Which you can't. They can't even link that defendant to the Funi investigation. It 
is one big fishing expedition from those who claim to hate witch hunts.



  1    7 

AMVAlchemist61 @AMVAlchemist61 · 11h
So there were NO OTHER members of that discord server other than Jamie? 
Because if there was 1 other person in it that she was conspiring with to further a 
tort involving Vic, She committed civil conspiracy.



  1    

Shane Holmberg  @shane_holmberg · 11h
By your logic two people on Twitter talking about Vic and how he shouldnt be 
allowed at cons would be civil conspiracy.



  3    13 

15 Likes

Jamie Marchi @MyHairIsFullOfSe…   
@marchimark

Replying to @shane_holmberg @AMVAlchemist61 and 9 others

Me: How does one further a tort?  
Jack: You gotta encourage it with a little piece 
of lettuce.
9:19 PM - 17 Jun 2019

 Following 

  1    15 
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vic mignogna @ @vicmignogna - 12 Dec 2018 v
Doing press for the Dragonball Super:Broly movie with dear friends!
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®
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Monica Rial @ ( N
Follow |

@Rialisms

Replying to @vicmignogna

It was so much fun! =%
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2/18/2019 Funimation on Twitter: "Everyone, we wanted to give you an update on the Vic Mignogna situation. Following an investigation, Funimatio...

Pad

Funimation &@ / \{ Follow PN
@FUNimation Nee

Everyone, we wanted to give you an
update on the Vic Mignogna situation.
Following an investigation, Funimation
recast Vic Mignogna in Morose
Mononokean Season 2. Funimation will
not be engaging Mignogna in future
productions.
2:29 PM - 11 Feb 2019

6.954 Retweets 20359 likes NEA BMO GB©

Q zk MW 70k & QO 20x

Funimation & @FUNimation - Feb 11 ~v
Partofourcore mission is to celebrate the diversity of the anime community and
to share our love for this genre and its positive impact on all. We do not any kind
of harassment or threatening behavior being directed at anyone.

Q 370 0 728 S Q 5.8K

; Funimation & @FUNimation - Feb 11 Vv
Edit: We donotcondone any kind of harassment or threatening behavior being

directed atanyone.

QO 799 Ws E Q sk

oy a CleverFOXSOL @CleverFOXSOL - Feb 11 Vv
gee Replying to @FUNimation @Rialisms

If Vic was fired then Monica should he as well. Since both are a cause of
problems. Harassing fans. Both sides should be recasted. This way it's fair. Until
investigation is done. Seriously

Q 39 1 95 S QO 18k
EXHIBIT _, 4 )
wr MM Rial
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Monica Rial & @Rialisms - Feb 11 Claudia White, CSR
‘There were multiple investigations withtestimony,proof, evidence. Companies
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2/19/2019 Funimation on Twitter: "Everyone, we wanted to give you an update on the Vic Mignogna situation. Following an investigation, Funimatio...

. CleverFOXSOL @CleverFOXSOL - Feb 11 v
ews Replying to @ FUNimation @Rialisms N

e
FN

If Vic was fired then Monica should he as well. Since both are a cause of
problems. Harassing fans. Both sides should be recasted. This wayit's fair. Untill
investigation is done. Seriously

QO a0 2 105 19k ©

Monica Rial @ @Rialisms - Feb 11 v
Thereweremultiple investigations with testimony, proof, evidence. Co panies
don't cut ties without those things. However, that information is classified. |
oneofdozens.ofmen and women who participated. Stopharassingme. a

© 253 1 se 15k ©

“= Will @WillamWebb - Feb 11 v
Uw If you knew he was like this, you covered it up... youre just as bad

© 24 0 s3 17k ©

Monica Rial @ @Rialisms - Feb 11 v
Thanks for the tweet! I've screenshot it and sent it to my attorney and law
enforcement. | will not be harassed. Have a nice night!

Q 514 NM 27 sa1

nigHTBlUr @nightblur - Feb 11 v
a Monica, you can't sue a person over a tweet. Plus, | thought you would tell your

side of the story? Where is it exactly? Because no evidence had been found of Vic
being guilty of any accusations, and you being in a Q and A with him a few
weeks back doesn’t help your case either.

QO 20 nm 27 11k

nigHTtBlur @nightblur - Feb 11 v
3 If you had such a problem with him why speak up against him now? Why

¥’ associate with him or work with him? Honestly this is reeks of damage control.
Until | see evidence that Vic is guilty, I'm standing with him. #STANDWITHVIC.

QO s 20 457 ~

“3  Aulia Raihan Hakim @RaihanH98 - Feb 11 v
Also those photos of her and Vic as buddies. Really wondering why she till buddy
buddy with him if she says she's a victim of him

Q s m0 8 28 ©

nigHTBlur @nightblur - Feb 11 v
: Obviously to get clout. It's also funny that she got a job at Rooster Teeth right

after Vic gotfired. Just suspicious.

OQ 9 1 6 224 ©
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Monica Rial @ @Rialisms - Feb 11 v
“Freedom of Speech” does not equal “freedom from consequence”, Before you
choose to harass me, please be aware that [| have attorneys and law enforcement
involved, We are talking all threats/harassment very senicusly. Any
harassment/threats will be screenshot and forwarded,

QO 19k tl 97 Osx MM

* * aMonica Rial & / No{ Follow J “
ERislisms Miif

| lear,he'sthe |egal
gisfinition:of harassment: Harassmentix i
governed by state laws, but is generally
defined asa course of conduct which
annoys, threatens, intimidates, alarms, or
puts a person in fear of their safety.

8:09 PM - 11 Feb 2019
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2/20/2019 Monica Rial on Twitter: "These last few weeks have been some of the hardest of my lifetime. Please understand that we are ALL hurting. ...

Monica Rial @
@Rialisms

These last few weeks have been some of the 4
hardest of my lifetime. Please understand that
we are ALL hurting. No matter what you
choose to believe, please be kind. <3

1 the pictures and messages that are being passing around were taken 3 the
‘events and premiere for the Bray,movie In mid-December. About 2 weeks after that, T
ry close friends came forward. When these friendsshared thei staies with me. | washeartbroken. How could this haspen to three of my ciose ends without me evar knowd
rare people came forward, | began ta see the similarities. | chose 12share my testo:
Iwestigaiors soley because t comaorated the others’ testimony, |n'tstart this, ha
othing 10 gan from i, | didnsteal anyone's roles titles;the suff you're hearing onFirst, please know that I’ve tried to address his behavior with him. I'm the Kind versessmensingto cess crm nd get usd. fm pricy omentavoles scar.

{ tell you when you have food in your teeth and | was tired of people talking at The iventgaions warcri toch,Lch parson va aries, heweighed, and 3 decision made. Each company has 10 ook out for the safety of thei smo
his back. How would he change if he didn’t know his behavior was wrong? Fac nian ime consanes fo they made in brcio a srtaciamc0d comract workers. Also, these companiesaren't obigated to shace any information v

You. Many of the women whe've come forward have chosen ts remain anonymous, espipologize and then be backat it within weeks. The studios SIOWly DEGan 10 STOE Ties thaws etrus seen seackes. hess reget tnpvc
n, not just because of sexual harassment, but because he Was dIffICUIt tO WOK miresreasoneueesensortbeserepnis1rconvery good chance that this would ustget swept under the rug.- aga.
ough he had a huge fan following, directors began to look elsewhere. {peepee forsingouta thestrioas. | drt vanhve 1 ak pyavr ofdoSATthamBacaSeetote. Tomalosd ve 30004 sd Arrhn
Whenever he saw me he would take a fist full of my hair, pull my head back, ai Zpuesurmiseradiosivemainesev.moolbtmy

was being threatened?If the vesofyour loved ones, your friends, your friends’ chldrer-so closely to my ear that his lips were touching or kiss my cheek/neck. THiS Wi seveive ies sot phova moss wors ses used round hs30 poeple could cll or drop by jut 10 antagonive you? f the local authoriesmade sure
front of fans or colleagues so | had to be very careful about how | reacted. § di srr reuse a. justo make sre youre sly? you were focedto se onlheme with various aw enforcement and lowyers every singe cay? Hf pecple were trying

you fired just because you came forward with the truth? you ware domed bectuse pe:Jow inappropriate it was because he did it to so many people. I've Witnessed if ui: aw sts ives who we marine?p! :
sthers have witnessed it happen to me; colleagues and fans. d up for this community.| haveloved the anime fanc

a v .nvention. To be threatened like this by the communIn the mid-2000s we were at a convention together and he grabbed me and kiigoq yp for the Dragon Ball fandom, only to have that
'l room. | froze. You may wonder why| didn’t yell or scream or push him awayrcilessly. It has been so incredibly painful, | can’t ever
Why? Because | was raped as a teenager and | learned that sometimes fightingnything hurtful toward Vic or any of his fans. | don't"
t worse. Why did 1 go to his room? Because he asked me to watch a video and don't want him to be labeled a predatorforlife. | wz

ions have hurt many people, including me.if he take:;ause he was my friend. Not only that, but he was dating my friend Michele an, perhaps i would be willing to forgive him again.
rting with my soon-to-be-boyfriend at the convention alf weekend. After that yng pm tired of the threats, all of it. From here on,
nce,| distanced myself from him and unfortunately Michele as well. | felt incre. Any threats or retaliation will be met with an imme
ven though | hadn’t done anything wrong. | went to therapy and worked on formeSREmatter(8ver his has been Incredibl
to forgive him for what he had done. Maybe it was just me? Maybe it was a or )
averto be repeated again? You can imagine my devastation when | learned thz
¢ one. That it was happening to colleagues, and worse yet, convention attende

5:15 PM 19Feb2019

2,347 Retweets 10,251 Likes @ & 6 @ ® e® 0& é&

OQ 26k MW 23k wok

® Tweet [bo weet your reply

MistareFusion @MistareFusion - 11h wv

Replying to @Rialisms
Thank you so much for coming forward and having the courage to endureall the
slings and arrows, even though you should never have had to. God forbid, but if |
ever found myself in such a situation, | hope I'd have the courage to stand up
too. It's the only way to foster change.

QO 1 m1 38 &

1 more reply

i Hero ©hemenaznaz 14h v EXHIBITx3
t 2eplying to ialisms WIT: ) val

Vic only wanted peace. He told his fans to not start anything. But then you
started attacking him and his fans. So they fought back. And here we are. You
lashed out at people who wanted the proof. Nothing has been shown. Until
theres actually proof. No one will stop. Im stopping

https://twitter.com/Rialisms/status/1098028342475964417 1/5

yuYell 23

pate:VBI)
Claudia White, CSR

2202019 Dzz56uaWoAEyyS3.png (1200x854)

First, please know that I've 3 3 with him. I'm the kind of friend
that will tell you when you have food in your teeth and | was tired of people talking about him
behind his packHowould hectianzelif he Ek Sidhis behavior was frenaiclRM

Even though he had a huge fan following, directors beganto look else

ould takeafistfullofmyhair,pullmyheadback,andeither
risper so clos on hat his lips weretouchingor kiss my cheek/neck. This was usually

done in front offans orcolleagues so| hadto be very careful about how | reacted.Ididn’teven
tosomanypeople. I'vewitnessedithappen,

REpAgic‘me; colleagues and fans.

Inmid-2000swe were at a convention together and hegrabbed
‘hishotelroom. | froze. You may wonder why | didn’t yell or scream or push Firaway. Iwas
scared. Why? Because | was raped as a teenager and | learned that sometimes fighting back
makes it worse. Why did | go to his room? Because he asked me to watch a video and | trusted
him because he was my friend. Not only that, but he was dating my friend Michele and | had
been flirting with my soon-to-be-boyfriend at the convention all weekend.Afterthat

Elseven hou hadn’tdoneSaying wrong. |wentto al ed orgivene
orgive him for what he had done. Maybe itbrie frie? Maybe it was a one-time

thing nnever o be rebenad hie YorrcamimagineemyUETEEEHERWHET TEaEdthotbasil
theonlyThatitwas happening to colleagues,andworseyet, convention attendees.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Dzz56uaWoAEyyS3.png 17
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2/20/2019 Dzz56ucX0AAUbBvV.png (1200x1038)

lant the pictures and messages that are being passing around were taken at the press
events and premiere for the Broly movie in mid-December. About 2 weeks after that,threeof

se friends camefo rward . When these friends shared their stories with me, | was

"Aestigs

Tito gain from it, || didn’¢ sted] anyone’s roles or titles; the stuff you're hearing on
YouTubeis all lies attempting to create drama and get subs/views. I'm perfectly content being
just a voice actor.

S any hastoBraapfoPosSEOENEEES
© compa piesfettheymadethebest decision to protect their employees

ese companiesaren'tobligated toshareanyinformation with
ard ha BREEBseceasiasialics

ked. Please respect their privacy.

| didn’t want to come forward on Twitter but | felt like | had to do something because
my friends’ lives, children, and careers were being threatened. Also, | knew if | didn’t, there was
a very good chance that this would just get swept under the rug... again.

| apologize for lashing out and threatening fans. | don’t want to have to take people to
court or send law enforcement after them but | was doing what | felt necessary to protect
myself at tiestime.THESEHERPENnamesandnumbersofmultiple

asse { W | stop the madnessnow.You may feel that my
colleaguesand | have been harsh, but let me ask you this: how would you respond if your life
was being threatened? If the lives of your loved ones, your friends, your friends’ children, were
being threatened? If your addresses and phone numbers were being passed around like candy
so people could call or drop by just to antagonize you? Ifthelocalauthoritiesmade sureto

driveyourhouse daily, justtomake sureyou're If you were forcedtobeontheiq
‘phone with variouslaw enforcementand lawyersevery si gleday?If people were trying to get
youfired just because you came forward with the truth? If you were doxxed because people
think it’s fun to attack those who are hurting?

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Dzz56ucX0AAUbBV.png 11

2/20/2019 Dzz56udWKAAJhUA.png (1200x581)

| have always stood up for this community. | have loved the anime fandom from the moment |
went to hehrst convention. To be threatened like this by the community | love, really hurts m

tly stoodup fortheDragonBallfandom, only to havethat communitycome back
mercilessly. It has been so incredibly painful, | can’t even express.

aid anythingtowardor any of his fans.|don’twanttoruinhislife,he
TETCRmlbelabeled a predatorforlife. | wanthim to get helpand
realizethat hisactionshavehurtmanypeople, including me.Ifhe takesthenecessarystepsta
‘betterhimself,perhaps| would be willing to forgive him again.

I'm tired of the fighting, I'm tired of the threats,all of it. From here on, | will only be posting
positivity and light. Any threats or retaliation will be met with an immediate block. I'm not
wasting any more time on this matter.It’s over. This has been incredibly difficult for everyone
involved. Please be kind to one another. <3

Much love,
Monica

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Dzz56udWKAAjhUA.png 1

Ba. wn, HEFel= al 46% 8 11 00 PM

Bh. The Lazy Gamer @The_LazyGam... - Th wv
Question, what do you consider consent?
Before he leans in to kiss you does he have to
say "May | kiss you?"? You realise how weird
that would be? It's all bodylanguage when
people go to kiss each other, if he goes to kiss

~ youand you're not feeling it, just say no.

Q 4 0 © <3

PB Monica Rial @ | is

' @Rialisms

Replying to @The_Lazy_Gamerl @go_taint and
@b3lieving

went to frings roorMnwhoywas ine

g rabbed mestartmy upper armsand
-rench kissed me. Thatis
inappropriate.
9:43 PM - Feb 19, 2019 - Twitter for iPhone
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vic mignogna @ @vicmignogna - 12 Dec 2018 v
Doing press for the Dragonball Super:Broly movie with dear friends!
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2/18/2019 Funimation on Twitter: "Everyone, we wanted to give you an update on the Vic Mignogna situation. Following an investigation, Funimatio...

Pad

Funimation &@ / \{ Follow PN
@FUNimation Nee

Everyone, we wanted to give you an
update on the Vic Mignogna situation.
Following an investigation, Funimation
recast Vic Mignogna in Morose
Mononokean Season 2. Funimation will
not be engaging Mignogna in future
productions.
2:29 PM - 11 Feb 2019

6.954 Retweets 20359 likes NEA BMO GB©

Q zk MW 70k & QO 20x

Funimation & @FUNimation - Feb 11 ~v
Partofourcore mission is to celebrate the diversity of the anime community and
to share our love for this genre and its positive impact on all. We do not any kind
of harassment or threatening behavior being directed at anyone.

Q 370 0 728 S Q 5.8K

; Funimation & @FUNimation - Feb 11 Vv
Edit: We donotcondone any kind of harassment or threatening behavior being

directed atanyone.

QO 799 Ws E Q sk

oy a CleverFOXSOL @CleverFOXSOL - Feb 11 Vv
gee Replying to @FUNimation @Rialisms

If Vic was fired then Monica should he as well. Since both are a cause of
problems. Harassing fans. Both sides should be recasted. This way it's fair. Until
investigation is done. Seriously

Q 39 1 95 S QO 18k
EXHIBIT _, 4 )
wr MM Rial
DATE:

Monica Rial & @Rialisms - Feb 11 Claudia White, CSR
‘There were multiple investigations withtestimony,proof, evidence. Companies

ona d w oa £2 Th = Ladle men wh fawes da = ww ae ele ard Sala naccieai®n san Ta alle walt wl

https://twitter.com/FUNimation/status/1095087396209770501 17
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2/19/2019 Funimation on Twitter: "Everyone, we wanted to give you an update on the Vic Mignogna situation. Following an investigation, Funimatio...

. CleverFOXSOL @CleverFOXSOL - Feb 11 v
ews Replying to @ FUNimation @Rialisms N

e
FN

If Vic was fired then Monica should he as well. Since both are a cause of
problems. Harassing fans. Both sides should be recasted. This wayit's fair. Untill
investigation is done. Seriously

QO a0 2 105 19k ©

Monica Rial @ @Rialisms - Feb 11 v
Thereweremultiple investigations with testimony, proof, evidence. Co panies
don't cut ties without those things. However, that information is classified. |
oneofdozens.ofmen and women who participated. Stopharassingme. a

© 253 1 se 15k ©

“= Will @WillamWebb - Feb 11 v
Uw If you knew he was like this, you covered it up... youre just as bad

© 24 0 s3 17k ©

Monica Rial @ @Rialisms - Feb 11 v
Thanks for the tweet! I've screenshot it and sent it to my attorney and law
enforcement. | will not be harassed. Have a nice night!

Q 514 NM 27 sa1

nigHTBlUr @nightblur - Feb 11 v
a Monica, you can't sue a person over a tweet. Plus, | thought you would tell your

side of the story? Where is it exactly? Because no evidence had been found of Vic
being guilty of any accusations, and you being in a Q and A with him a few
weeks back doesn’t help your case either.

QO 20 nm 27 11k

nigHTtBlur @nightblur - Feb 11 v
3 If you had such a problem with him why speak up against him now? Why

¥’ associate with him or work with him? Honestly this is reeks of damage control.
Until | see evidence that Vic is guilty, I'm standing with him. #STANDWITHVIC.

QO s 20 457 ~

“3  Aulia Raihan Hakim @RaihanH98 - Feb 11 v
Also those photos of her and Vic as buddies. Really wondering why she till buddy
buddy with him if she says she's a victim of him

Q s m0 8 28 ©

nigHTBlur @nightblur - Feb 11 v
: Obviously to get clout. It's also funny that she got a job at Rooster Teeth right

after Vic gotfired. Just suspicious.

OQ 9 1 6 224 ©

https://twitter.com/FUNimation/status/1095087396209770501 17

Monica Rial @ @Rialisms - Feb 11 v
“Freedom of Speech” does not equal “freedom from consequence”, Before you
choose to harass me, please be aware that [| have attorneys and law enforcement
involved, We are talking all threats/harassment very senicusly. Any
harassment/threats will be screenshot and forwarded,
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| lear,he'sthe |egal
gisfinition:of harassment: Harassmentix i
governed by state laws, but is generally
defined asa course of conduct which
annoys, threatens, intimidates, alarms, or
puts a person in fear of their safety.
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2/20/2019 Monica Rial on Twitter: "These last few weeks have been some of the hardest of my lifetime. Please understand that we are ALL hurting. ...

Monica Rial @
@Rialisms

These last few weeks have been some of the 4
hardest of my lifetime. Please understand that
we are ALL hurting. No matter what you
choose to believe, please be kind. <3

1 the pictures and messages that are being passing around were taken 3 the
‘events and premiere for the Bray,movie In mid-December. About 2 weeks after that, T
ry close friends came forward. When these friendsshared thei staies with me. | washeartbroken. How could this haspen to three of my ciose ends without me evar knowd
rare people came forward, | began ta see the similarities. | chose 12share my testo:
Iwestigaiors soley because t comaorated the others’ testimony, |n'tstart this, ha
othing 10 gan from i, | didnsteal anyone's roles titles;the suff you're hearing onFirst, please know that I’ve tried to address his behavior with him. I'm the Kind versessmensingto cess crm nd get usd. fm pricy omentavoles scar.

{ tell you when you have food in your teeth and | was tired of people talking at The iventgaions warcri toch,Lch parson va aries, heweighed, and 3 decision made. Each company has 10 ook out for the safety of thei smo
his back. How would he change if he didn’t know his behavior was wrong? Fac nian ime consanes fo they made in brcio a srtaciamc0d comract workers. Also, these companiesaren't obigated to shace any information v

You. Many of the women whe've come forward have chosen ts remain anonymous, espipologize and then be backat it within weeks. The studios SIOWly DEGan 10 STOE Ties thaws etrus seen seackes. hess reget tnpvc
n, not just because of sexual harassment, but because he Was dIffICUIt tO WOK miresreasoneueesensortbeserepnis1rconvery good chance that this would ustget swept under the rug.- aga.
ough he had a huge fan following, directors began to look elsewhere. {peepee forsingouta thestrioas. | drt vanhve 1 ak pyavr ofdoSATthamBacaSeetote. Tomalosd ve 30004 sd Arrhn
Whenever he saw me he would take a fist full of my hair, pull my head back, ai Zpuesurmiseradiosivemainesev.moolbtmy

was being threatened?If the vesofyour loved ones, your friends, your friends’ chldrer-so closely to my ear that his lips were touching or kiss my cheek/neck. THiS Wi seveive ies sot phova moss wors ses used round hs30 poeple could cll or drop by jut 10 antagonive you? f the local authoriesmade sure
front of fans or colleagues so | had to be very careful about how | reacted. § di srr reuse a. justo make sre youre sly? you were focedto se onlheme with various aw enforcement and lowyers every singe cay? Hf pecple were trying

you fired just because you came forward with the truth? you ware domed bectuse pe:Jow inappropriate it was because he did it to so many people. I've Witnessed if ui: aw sts ives who we marine?p! :
sthers have witnessed it happen to me; colleagues and fans. d up for this community.| haveloved the anime fanc

a v .nvention. To be threatened like this by the communIn the mid-2000s we were at a convention together and he grabbed me and kiigoq yp for the Dragon Ball fandom, only to have that
'l room. | froze. You may wonder why| didn’t yell or scream or push him awayrcilessly. It has been so incredibly painful, | can’t ever
Why? Because | was raped as a teenager and | learned that sometimes fightingnything hurtful toward Vic or any of his fans. | don't"
t worse. Why did 1 go to his room? Because he asked me to watch a video and don't want him to be labeled a predatorforlife. | wz

ions have hurt many people, including me.if he take:;ause he was my friend. Not only that, but he was dating my friend Michele an, perhaps i would be willing to forgive him again.
rting with my soon-to-be-boyfriend at the convention alf weekend. After that yng pm tired of the threats, all of it. From here on,
nce,| distanced myself from him and unfortunately Michele as well. | felt incre. Any threats or retaliation will be met with an imme
ven though | hadn’t done anything wrong. | went to therapy and worked on formeSREmatter(8ver his has been Incredibl
to forgive him for what he had done. Maybe it was just me? Maybe it was a or )
averto be repeated again? You can imagine my devastation when | learned thz
¢ one. That it was happening to colleagues, and worse yet, convention attende

5:15 PM 19Feb2019

2,347 Retweets 10,251 Likes @ & 6 @ ® e® 0& é&

OQ 26k MW 23k wok

® Tweet [bo weet your reply

MistareFusion @MistareFusion - 11h wv

Replying to @Rialisms
Thank you so much for coming forward and having the courage to endureall the
slings and arrows, even though you should never have had to. God forbid, but if |
ever found myself in such a situation, | hope I'd have the courage to stand up
too. It's the only way to foster change.

QO 1 m1 38 &

1 more reply

i Hero ©hemenaznaz 14h v EXHIBITx3
t 2eplying to ialisms WIT: ) val

Vic only wanted peace. He told his fans to not start anything. But then you
started attacking him and his fans. So they fought back. And here we are. You
lashed out at people who wanted the proof. Nothing has been shown. Until
theres actually proof. No one will stop. Im stopping

https://twitter.com/Rialisms/status/1098028342475964417 1/5

yuYell 23

pate:VBI)
Claudia White, CSR

2202019 Dzz56uaWoAEyyS3.png (1200x854)

First, please know that I've 3 3 with him. I'm the kind of friend
that will tell you when you have food in your teeth and | was tired of people talking about him
behind his packHowould hectianzelif he Ek Sidhis behavior was frenaiclRM

Even though he had a huge fan following, directors beganto look else

ould takeafistfullofmyhair,pullmyheadback,andeither
risper so clos on hat his lips weretouchingor kiss my cheek/neck. This was usually

done in front offans orcolleagues so| hadto be very careful about how | reacted.Ididn’teven
tosomanypeople. I'vewitnessedithappen,

REpAgic‘me; colleagues and fans.

Inmid-2000swe were at a convention together and hegrabbed
‘hishotelroom. | froze. You may wonder why | didn’t yell or scream or push Firaway. Iwas
scared. Why? Because | was raped as a teenager and | learned that sometimes fighting back
makes it worse. Why did | go to his room? Because he asked me to watch a video and | trusted
him because he was my friend. Not only that, but he was dating my friend Michele and | had
been flirting with my soon-to-be-boyfriend at the convention all weekend.Afterthat

Elseven hou hadn’tdoneSaying wrong. |wentto al ed orgivene
orgive him for what he had done. Maybe itbrie frie? Maybe it was a one-time

thing nnever o be rebenad hie YorrcamimagineemyUETEEEHERWHET TEaEdthotbasil
theonlyThatitwas happening to colleagues,andworseyet, convention attendees.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Dzz56uaWoAEyyS3.png 17

2/20/2019 Dzz56ucX0AAUbBvV.png (1200x1038)

lant the pictures and messages that are being passing around were taken at the press
events and premiere for the Broly movie in mid-December. About 2 weeks after that,threeof

se friends camefo rward . When these friends shared their stories with me, | was

"Aestigs

Tito gain from it, || didn’¢ sted] anyone’s roles or titles; the stuff you're hearing on
YouTubeis all lies attempting to create drama and get subs/views. I'm perfectly content being
just a voice actor.

S any hastoBraapfoPosSEOENEEES
© compa piesfettheymadethebest decision to protect their employees

ese companiesaren'tobligated toshareanyinformation with
ard ha BREEBseceasiasialics

ked. Please respect their privacy.

| didn’t want to come forward on Twitter but | felt like | had to do something because
my friends’ lives, children, and careers were being threatened. Also, | knew if | didn’t, there was
a very good chance that this would just get swept under the rug... again.

| apologize for lashing out and threatening fans. | don’t want to have to take people to
court or send law enforcement after them but | was doing what | felt necessary to protect
myself at tiestime.THESEHERPENnamesandnumbersofmultiple

asse { W | stop the madnessnow.You may feel that my
colleaguesand | have been harsh, but let me ask you this: how would you respond if your life
was being threatened? If the lives of your loved ones, your friends, your friends’ children, were
being threatened? If your addresses and phone numbers were being passed around like candy
so people could call or drop by just to antagonize you? Ifthelocalauthoritiesmade sureto

driveyourhouse daily, justtomake sureyou're If you were forcedtobeontheiq
‘phone with variouslaw enforcementand lawyersevery si gleday?If people were trying to get
youfired just because you came forward with the truth? If you were doxxed because people
think it’s fun to attack those who are hurting?

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Dzz56ucX0AAUbBV.png 11

2/20/2019 Dzz56udWKAAJhUA.png (1200x581)

| have always stood up for this community. | have loved the anime fandom from the moment |
went to hehrst convention. To be threatened like this by the community | love, really hurts m

tly stoodup fortheDragonBallfandom, only to havethat communitycome back
mercilessly. It has been so incredibly painful, | can’t even express.

aid anythingtowardor any of his fans.|don’twanttoruinhislife,he
TETCRmlbelabeled a predatorforlife. | wanthim to get helpand
realizethat hisactionshavehurtmanypeople, including me.Ifhe takesthenecessarystepsta
‘betterhimself,perhaps| would be willing to forgive him again.

I'm tired of the fighting, I'm tired of the threats,all of it. From here on, | will only be posting
positivity and light. Any threats or retaliation will be met with an immediate block. I'm not
wasting any more time on this matter.It’s over. This has been incredibly difficult for everyone
involved. Please be kind to one another. <3

Much love,
Monica

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Dzz56udWKAAjhUA.png 1
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Ba. wn, HEFel= al 46% 8 11 00 PM

Bh. The Lazy Gamer @The_LazyGam... - Th wv
Question, what do you consider consent?
Before he leans in to kiss you does he have to
say "May | kiss you?"? You realise how weird
that would be? It's all bodylanguage when
people go to kiss each other, if he goes to kiss

~ youand you're not feeling it, just say no.

Q 4 0 © <3

PB Monica Rial @ | is

' @Rialisms

Replying to @The_Lazy_Gamerl @go_taint and
@b3lieving

went to frings roorMnwhoywas ine

g rabbed mestartmy upper armsand
-rench kissed me. Thatis
inappropriate.
9:43 PM - Feb 19, 2019 - Twitter for iPhone

EXHIBIT
wir: (1.
DATE:
Claudia White, CSR

Eehiit AL

11 Likes
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4/22/2019 Monica Rial on Twitter: "The truth will come out now. All of it. �… "

https://twitter.com/Rialisms/status/1119076785990324224 1/14

Monica Rial
@Rialisms

Keeping child actors out of work since the
90's... For convention appearances, please
contact info@primetimeappearances.com
#Bulma #Froppy #Mira #Sakura



Dallas/Houston/THE WORLD

theMonicaRial.com

Joined April 2012

Tweet to Monica Rial

19 Followers you know

Photos and videos

Monica Rial  @Rialisms · Apr 21
And to those who celebrate:

 

  79   63  732 

Monica Rial  @Rialisms · Apr 21
Hey Sakuracon folks! Here’s what I’ve got today: 
 
11-12 autographs 
 
12-2:30 signing in Dealer’s Room- table 621 
 
3-4 voice acting in video games 
 
See you soon! 

 

  19   14  320 

Tweets  Tweets & replies  Media

@Rialisms
Monica Rial  Tweets

26.2K
Following

828
Followers

61K
Likes

76.5K Following 

Home Moments Notifications
10

Messages Search Twitter  Tweet



ToraSan @x_Tora_San_x · Apr 18
@Rialisms Hey Monica I heard the news and my only hope is when the truth 
comes out, can you at least promise me that Vic won't get hurt. As much as what 
he did was wrong, I don't like seeing people get harmed in any way.



  4   1  10 

Monica Rial  @Rialisms · Apr 18
I can’t promise anything. I mean, he won’t be physically hurt or anything. It’s just 
a court case. 

 

  2   2  14 

ToraSan @x_Tora_San_x · Apr 18
Then I hope I'm not selfish by saying that all this case needs to do for you is that 
Vic just has to tell the truth, denounce these liars making you look like the bad 
guy, seek help and start a new life.



  1   1  8 

1 Retweet 29 Likes

Monica Rial  
@Rialisms

Replying to @x_Tora_San_x

The truth will come out now. All of it. 
8:14 PM - 18 Apr 2019

 Following 

  14   1  29 

 
   Tweet your reply

ToraSan  @x_Tora_San_x · Apr 18
Replying to @Rialisms
Monica, there is no doubt I know you've been doing nothing but tell the truth. 
But if the truth from FUNi's investigation is so important to trolls, so be it.



  1   1  4 

ToraSan  @x_Tora_San_x · Apr 18
But overall, this scandal should teach the anime community an important lesson. 
Hero worship is unhealthy and we usually don't have any idea what happens 
when the crowds are gone and the cameras stop rolling.



  3   1  8 

ToraSan  @x_Tora_San_x · Apr 18
And honestly, if I could go back in time. I would prevent literally every single 
incident. Including what happened to you as a teenager. This way everything 
would be at peace.



  1   1  3 

Saint_Beard  @SaintBeard1 · Apr 18
So as a thought exercise, purely hypothetical; If it came out through court 
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9/2/2019 Jamie Marchi on Twitter: "Harassing Monica is not an option either. Trust.… "

https://twitter.com/marchimark/status/1093315741825277952?lang=en 1/1

Jamie Marchi
@marchimark

Voice Actor. Spicy . Podcast
hostess with the most ish.
#ghoulintentions  For
convention appearances contact
info@primetimeappearances.com
.



Dallas, yo.

imdb.com/name/nm1489841…

Joined August 2009

© 2019 Twitter
About  Help Center

Terms  Privacy policy
Cookies  Ads info

Home Moments Search Twitter  Have an account? Log in
     8

shawnbarnett @Odd_oneShawn · Feb 7
Replying to @marchimark
Idk if it true or not. But people are harassing Vic and Todd. I seriously don’t like it.



  2    3

Jamie Marchi  @marchimark · Feb 7
I give no shits if they're harassing Vic. He's a monster. Look around: there are 
dozens upon dozens upon dozens of reports. If you don't see it, you simply don't 
want to. It's true.

 

  6   1  16

shawnbarnett @Odd_oneShawn · Feb 7
So what about Todd then ?



     

Richard Kickem @thedamagewithin · Feb 6
Replying to @marchimark
Vic's idiot fanbase has done more to help damage his legacy than anything else.



  1    4

Sean M. Cogan @SuperSleuthSean · Feb 7
I'm starting to actually pity some of these Risembool Rights Activists. Anyone 
deluded enough that it's easier for them to believe that a hundred people are 
lying about one man than it is for them to believe that one man is lying to them. 
#smdh



  1    1

Richard Kickem @thedamagewithin · Feb 7
It's hard to accept somebody you admired turned out to be horrible, but this is 
more like blind worship. No matter who I look up to, they're not infallible. 
And I can guarantee these people are more in love with the characters he voices 
than they are with him.



  1    1

Jamie Marchi  @marchimark · Feb 7
Try to keep in mind a lot of these fans of his have been basically indoctrinated. 
He is a master manipulator, which is why he's been able to get away with it for so 
long. They are victims of his sociopathy. I think they'll eventually see the light, but 
it may not be for awhile.

 

  3    5

Dawn Ruzena   AWA @dawn_ruzena · Feb 7
It’s a case of cult personality.  And it’s scary. He draws them in, those who need 
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MONICA RIAL’S AMENDED OBJECTIONS AND RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFF’S  
FIRST INTERROGATORIES AND REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION PAGE 5 

INTERROGATORY NO. 3. Identify all persons who witnessed the incidents identified in your 
answer to Interrogatory No. 2. 

ANSWER: Defendant objects to this Interrogatory because it seeks to have Defendant prematurely 
marshal all of her evidence. Defendant further objects to this Interrogatory because it seeks 
information that is in the possession of Plaintiff, may be publicly accessible, and/or equally 
accessible to Plaintiff. Defendant further objects to this Interrogatory because it assumes facts not in 
evidence. 

Subject to, and without waiving, the aforementioned objections, Defendant answers as follows: 

• Plaintiff has exhibited the described behavior too many times to recount, and in front of too
many people to recall.

• Plaintiff exhibits the described behavior without warning, in private or in public, and often in
front of unknown fans in order to prevent his victims from resisting or causing a scene.

• Defendant has personally spoken with fans following incidents, but Defendant cannot know
all such people, or be able to contact all such witnesses.

• For example, following the incident at Louisville Supercon described in Defendant’s
response to Interrogatory No. 2 above, a male fan witnessed Plaintiff exhibiting the
described behavior, and inquired whether Defendant would like for the male fan to confront
Plaintiff about the inappropriate behavior. It is impossible to know how many other fans
have witnessed this conduct.

• See also Toye’s Amended Objections and Responses to Plaintiff’s First Interrogatories and
Requests for Production, and Documents Bates labeled TOYE 000001-000042, attached
thereto.

• See also RIAL 000001-112.

INTERROGATORY NO. 4. Identify the instance in “the  mid-2000s”—including  the  name of 
the convention—when Plaintiff “grabbed [you] and kissed [you] in his hotel room” as you alleged 
in the tweet you posted to @Rialisms on February 19, 2019. 

ANSWER: Defendant objects to this Interrogatory because it seeks information that is in the 
possession of Plaintiff and equally accessible to Plaintiff. Defendant further objects to this 
Interrogatory because it assumes facts not in evidence. 

Subject to, and without waiving, the aforementioned objections, Defendant answers as follows: 

• Plaintiff grabbed and kissed Defendant without Defendant’s consent on Sunday, November
4th, 2007 while Plaintiff and Defendant were both attending Izumicon in Oklahoma City,
Oklahoma.

• After several other guests had left Oklahoma City, Stan Dahlin, one of the convention
chairmen, invited Plaintiff and Defendant to dinner. Plaintiff requested that Defendant
accompany Plaintiff to Plaintiff’s hotel room to view Plaintiff’s fan film called “Fullmetal
Fantasy.” Mr. Dahlin stated that he would collect us both for dinner from Plaintiff’s hotel
room.

Exhibit A
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MONICA RIAL’S AMENDED OBJECTIONS AND RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFF’S  
FIRST INTERROGATORIES AND REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION PAGE 6 

• Plaintiff played the video as promised while Defendant stood to watch the video. But 
Plaintiff soon grabbed Defendant by the upper arms and began aggressively kissing 
Defendant. Defendant attempted to resist, but Plaintiff physically restrained Defendant and 
pushed Defendant backward toward the bed. Plaintiff climbed on top of Defendant and held 
her down as he continued to aggressively kiss Defendant.  

• Plaintiff continued in this fashion for several minutes, despite Defendant’s fear and shock, 
until Mr. Dahlin knocked on Plaintiff’s hotel door. Plaintiff left Defendant on the bed, and 
hurriedly answered the door. Mr. Dahlin inquired whether Defendant was ok, clearly 
noticing distress. Defendant, however, was too shocked and afraid to admit to what had 
occurred.  

• Following dinner, Plaintiff forced Defendant to speak with Plaintiff’s longtime fiancée on 
the telephone, and Plaintiff spoke with his fiancée as if nothing had happened. 

• See also RIAL 000001-112. 
 
INTERROGATORY NO. 5. Identify all persons who witnessed the incident identified in your 
answer to Interrogatory No. 4. 
 
ANSWER: Defendant objects to this Interrogatory because it seeks to have Defendant prematurely 
marshal all of her evidence. Defendant further objects to this Interrogatory because it seeks 
information that is in the possession of Plaintiff, may be publicly accessible, and/or equally 
accessible to Plaintiff. Defendant further objects to this Interrogatory because it assumes facts not in 
evidence. 
 
Subject to, and without waiving, the aforementioned objections, Defendant answers as follows: 
 

• Plaintiff waited until Defendant was away from the many other guests and friends who 
attended the convention before he forced himself upon Defendant. Several guests and friends 
noticed Plaintiff’s behavior leading up to this incident, but other than Mr. Dahlin, Defendant 
cannot know who may have known about Plaintiff’s intentions. 

• See also Toye’s Amended Objections and Responses to Plaintiff’s First Interrogatories and 
Requests for Production, and Documents Bates labeled TOYE 000001-000042, attached 
thereto. 

• See also RIAL 000001-112. 
 
INTERROGATORY NO. 6. Identify the “three of [your] close friends” who “came forward” and 
“shared their stories with [you]” after “the premiere for the Broly movie” as you alleged in the tweet 
you posted to @Rialisms on February 19, 2019. 
 
ANSWER: Defendant objects to this Interrogatory because it seeks to have Defendant prematurely 
marshal all of her evidence. Defendant further objects to this Interrogatory because it seeks 
information that is in the possession of Plaintiff, may be publicly accessible, and/or equally 
accessible to Plaintiff. Defendant further objects to this Interrogatory because it assumes facts not in 
evidence. 
 
Subject to, and without waiving, the aforementioned objections, Defendant answers as follows: 
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9/2/2019 Jamie Marchi on Twitter: "I stand with the victims. My experience is minor in comparison to many others; however, having realized this was…

https://twitter.com/marchimark/status/1094020618327150592?s=21 1/1

Jamie Marchi
@marchimark

Voice Actor. Spicy . Podcast
hostess with the most ish.
#ghoulintentions  For
convention appearances contact
info@primetimeappearances.com
.



Dallas, yo.

imdb.com/name/nm1489841…

Joined August 2009

© 2019 Twitter
About  Help Center

Terms  Privacy policy
Cookies  Ads info

Home Moments Search Twitter  Have an account? Log in 

1,290 Retweets 4,999 Likes

Jamie Marchi  
@marchimark

I stand with the victims. My experience is 
minor in comparison to many others; 
however, having realized this wasn't an 
isolated incident, I felt compelled to share.

3:50 PM - 8 Feb 2019

 Follow 

  626   1.3K  5.0K

Brandon @Brandon29641105 · Feb 9
Replying to @marchimark
"I just now spoke about this bc i just now remembered it bc everyone else is 
bandwagoning." classic "me too" statement. Sheep



  1    

Brandon @Brandon29641105 · Feb 9
but the way i see it is. You mean to tell me there are 100s of allegations with no 
proof besides a doccument and I'm@supposed to believe it?
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  626   1.3K  5.0K

Brandon @Brandon29641105 · Feb 9
Replying to @marchimark
"I just now spoke about this bc i just now remembered it bc everyone else is 
bandwagoning." classic "me too" statement. Sheep



  1    

Brandon @Brandon29641105 · Feb 9
but the way i see it is. You mean to tell me there are 100s of allegations with no 
proof besides a doccument and I'm@supposed to believe it?



  1    

Jamie Marchi  @marchimark · Feb 9
You’re not supposed to do anything. What you chose to do is sign into your troll 
account and harass people because you can’t process truth.

 

  2    2

Brandon @Brandon29641105 · Feb 9
You know what i'll give you the benefit of the doubt Let's say yours is true What



 





  626   1.3K  5.0K 
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Brandon @Brandon29641105 · Feb 9
Replying to @marchimark
"I just now spoke about this bc i just now remembered it bc everyone else is 
bandwagoning." classic "me too" statement. Sheep



  1    

Brandon @Brandon29641105 · Feb 9
but the way i see it is. You mean to tell me there are 100s of allegations with no 
proof besides a doccument and I'm@supposed to believe it?



  1    

Jamie Marchi  @marchimark · Feb 9
You’re not supposed to do anything. What you chose to do is sign into your troll 
account and harass people because you can’t process truth.

 

  2    2

Brandon @Brandon29641105 · Feb 9
You know what i'll give you the benefit of the doubt Let's say yours is true What
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